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Welcome to Day One 
This book is part of the Day One library, produced and published by Juniper Net-
works Books. 

Day One books were conceived to help you get just the information that you need 
on day one. The series covers Junos OS and Juniper Networks networking essen-
tials with straightforward explanations, step-by-step instructions, and practical 
examples that are easy to follow. 

You can obtain publications from either series in multiple formats:

 � Download a free PDF edition at http://www.juniper.net/dayone.

 � Get the ebook edition for iPhones and iPads from the iBooks Store. Search for 
Juniper Networks Books or the title of this book. 

 � Get the ebook edition for any device that runs the Kindle app (Android, Kin-
dle, iPad, PC, or Mac) by opening your device’s Kindle app and going to the 
Amazon Kindle Store. Search for Juniper Networks Books or the title of this 
book.

 � Purchase the paper edition at Vervante Corporation (www.vervante.com) for 
between $15-$40, depending on page length.

 � Note that most mobile devices can also view PDF files.

SRX Series Documentation
The official and in-depth documentation on all aspects of SRX Series deployment 
starts here: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/
junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html.

http://www.juniper.net/dayone
http://www.vervante.com
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html


What You Need to Know Before Reading This Book
Before reading this book, you should have a basic understanding of the Junos OS. 
Specifically, you should be able to change configurations and to navigate through 
the command line or graphical user interface hierarchy. You should reference other 
Day One books and online training to help you acquire this background. 

Other knowledge that will be helpful to you as you read through this book is: 

 � Understanding of TCP/IP. 

 � Knowing the difference between stateless and stateful firewall technologies.

 � Understanding of Deep Packet Inspection (DPI).

 � Basic knowledge of how anti-virus, anti-spam, and web filtering technologies 
work.

 � Understanding of malware concepts. 

 � Basic knowledge of cloud-based services.

 � Familiarity with interface naming in devices running the Junos OS. 

Although not mandatory to get the most from reading this book, access to SRX 
devices can help you practice configuring the various scenarios covered here, in-
creasing the speed with which you implement SRX devices in your network.

NOTE     The SRX family comes in several different platforms designed for a 
variety of networking uses. There are branch SRX Series Services Gateways, 
High-End SRX Series Services Gateways, and virtual vSRX Series Gateways.  
This book simplifies the terminology by using the generic term SRX, or the SRX.

What You Will Learn by Reading This Book 
 � Set up a SRX Series Device using the graphical user interface in a matter of min-

utes.

 � Understand how the SRX works and the best practices on setting up security 
zones and policies.

 � Implement IPsec site-to-site VPN tunnels and SSL remote client VPN. 

 � Configure the SRX as a next-generation firewall (NGFW).

 � Configure unified threat management (UTM). 

 � Enable advanced security features, such as Sky Advanced Threat Protection 
(ATP) and Spotlight Secure.

 vi 
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 � Configure the infected host-blocking capability

 � Monitor the SRX, analyze security events, and generate reports.

 � Perform basic and advanced troubleshooting.

MORE?  Some features of the SRX are configured differently on different 
platforms, and at the time this book was written not all features were available on 
all platforms. This book attempts to point that out for you, however, always check 
the Juniper Networks SRX landing page for the most recent feature availability for 
your SRX platform of choice: https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/
security/srx-series/.

SRX Hardening Checklist
It’s always good to look for ways to improve the security posture of your network. 
Although this book covers some hardening configurations that apply to anyone, 
it’s important to check for other tasks that can apply to your specific environment.

Great sources of information are located on:

Team CYRU Security templates: 
http://www.cymru.com/gillsr/documents/junos-template.pdf

This Week: Hardening Junos Devices, 2nd Edition, by John Weidley:  
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/jnbooks/day-one/fundamentals-series/
hardening-junos-devices-checklist/

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/
http://www.cymru.com/gillsr/documents/junos-template.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/jnbooks/day-one/fundamentals-series/hardening-junos-devices-checklist/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/jnbooks/day-one/fundamentals-series/hardening-junos-devices-checklist/
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You’ll find the SRX is a very flexible security platform. From a security perspec-
tive, the SRX goes beyond traditional stateful firewalls, providing unified threat 
management services (UTM), Advanced Anti-Malware detection and blocking 
(Sky ATP), reputation blocking (Security Intelligence), and a complete set of next-
generation firewall services (Application Firewall, Application QOS, Application 
Routing, SSL Proxy Inspection, and intrusion prevention system (IPS). It also of-
fers advanced switching and routing capabilities, including support for protocols, 
such as 802.1x, OSPF, BGP, MPLS, IS-IS, and even advanced capabilities such as 
SD-WAN. 

This Day One book focuses on configuration and management via the J-Web in-
terface (on-box).

MORE?  Juniper also offers a multi-dimensional and centralized approach to 
manage the SRXs via Junos Space Security Director. For more information about 
this approach, start here: https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
security-director/.

Before starting your deployment and configuration tasks, it’s important for you to 
understand some basic concepts. This chapter focuses on explaining key SRX con-
cepts and references a basic topology you can use in your lab or in your own 
deployments.

Chapter 1

Understanding How the SRX Series Works

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/security-director/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/security-director/
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Interfaces and Security Zones
From a security perspective, interfaces are the logical properties of a network in-
terface. Logical properties include:

 � Protocol families running on the interface (including any protocol-specific 
MTUs).

 � IP address or addresses associated with the interface. A logical interface can be 
configured with an IPv6 address, IPv4 address, or both. 

 � The IP specification requires a unique address on every interface of each system 
attached to an IP network, so that traffic can be correctly routed.

 � VLAN configurations.

The first thing that administrators realize after configuring an IP address in an in-
terface is that they cannot even ping it. This is because SRX devices are hardened 
devices, and no traffic is allowed in and out of the box without explicitly permit-
ting it. Makes sense.

To permit traffic in and out of an interface, you need to configure more elements. 
Besides the IP address settings, an interface needs to be associated with a security 
zone, and the security zone in turn needs to be bound by association with a routing 
instance. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1 SRX Traffic Flow
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In Figure 1.1 you can see that traffic destined for an interface can be one of three 
different types: 

 � Management (or system-services), for example HTTPS and SSH;

 � Protocol-related such as OSPF and DHCP (or referred to simply as protocol);

 � Or user originated traffic, such as packets corresponding to the communica-
tion from a client to a server. 

Notice that if traffic is destined to an interface for the purpose of managing the 
device, then that is where host-inbound traffic comes into play. Host-inbound traf-
fic is a feature that allows an administrator to enable certain services in a given in-
terface for management and other control plane-related activities. It can be 
configured at two different levels. If configured at the zone level, then it will affect 
all the interfaces bound to that zone, but when configured at the interface level, 
host-inbound traffic will affect only that specific interface. In the event that host-
inbound traffic is configured at both the interface and zone levels, then the inter-
face settings will override the zone level one. In other words, services are not 
added. 

Let’s try another example. If you configure ping system services at the zone level, 
and try to ping an interface belonging to that zone, it will respond properly. If you 
later decide to enable SSH in the same interface by configuring system services at 
the interface level, then ping will stop responding. This is because interface settings 
take precedence. To fix this and be able to get responses again, you need to also 
enable ping system services at the interface level. 

TIP Remember that host-inbound traffic settings have no effect over outbound 
traffic. 

Before moving past the interface level, there are two important points you should 
note: 

 � First, configuring system services host-inbound traffic is not sufficient to man-
age a device via an interface. While the interface can accept those types of traf-
fic, for some services like Telnet, SSH, FTP, and J-Web access, you must also 
enable the corresponding services at the global system level. 

 � Second, host-inbound traffic settings do not affect fxp0 interfaces, and they 
cannot be configured for those interfaces, as fxp0 interfaces are exclusively for 
out-of-band management purposes. So as long as you configure an IP address, 
and turn on the services, then you can connect remotely. While this book man-
ages the SRX using transit interfaces (in-band management), it’s important 
that you understand the different type of management options that are avail-
able.
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A closer examination of Figure 1.1 also reveals the presence of policies; it indicates 
that traffic from any zone, destined to any other zone (even if it’s the same as the 
source), requires a security policy to be permitted to pass through. Be aware that 
traffic moving from one zone to any other zone, implies that this is user data or 
transit traffic (referred to many times as transient traffic).

The absence of security policies will result in dropped traffic. This specific behav-
ior is what it makes the SRX so secure by nature – you decide what specific traffic 
is permitted from one zone to another or even for interfaces that belong to the 
same security zone. 

Since management traffic is not traversing the firewall but is actually terminating 
at the firewall, then this does not explicitly require examination by any security 
policies, although best practice recommends that administrators apply security 
policies to restrict management traffic. 

Finally, the outer layer of Figure 1 (the router), makes reference to the routing ta-
ble instance. By default, all predefined zones or newly created zones are bound to 
the default-routing instance (IPv4 routing table), unless specified otherwise. Put 
differently, configuring an IP address in an interface, and binding it to a zone, cre-
ates a host routing entry table in inet.0. 

You can extend the virtual router (VR) concept to as many VRs as needed to fit 
your routing requirements. You can have a peering VR running BGP, a “core” VR 
running OSPF, and a default VR receiving only the necessary routes from these 
custom VRs.

Zone Types
It’s also critical that you understand what zones are, and what zone types are 
available in the Junos OS for the SRX.

Zones are logical constructs in Junos OS that aggregate interfaces, objects, and 
security policies to define a security boundary.

There are two types of zones that can be configured: functional zones and security 
zones.

A functional zone is a logical construct that is applied to the interface so it can 
have a management function. Interfaces that are a member of a functional zone 
cannot be used in a security zone. On the SRX, the only functional zone available 
is the management zone. Adding an interface into this zone allows the interface to 
be used for out-of-band management.

A security zone is a logical construct that is applied to interfaces, which allows it 
to pass or deny traffic if certain conditions (policies) are met. A logical interface 
cannot be part of more than one security zone. 
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Traffic that enters and exits a security zone is processed according to the features 
you configure, such as packet filters, security policies, UTM, application control, 
and screens (anti-DoS). For example, the SRX can determine:

 � whether the packet is allowed into the device;

 � which screens to apply to the packet;

 � the route the packet takes to reach its destination;

 � which CoS to apply to the packet, if any;

 � whether to apply NAT to translate the packet’s IP address; and

 � whether the packet requires an Application Layer Gateway (ALG).

Packets that enter and exit a device undergo both packet-based and flow-based 
processing:

 � Flow-based packet processing treats related packets, or a stream of packets, in 
the same way. Packet treatment depends on characteristics that were estab-
lished for the first packet of the packet stream, which is referred to as a flow. 
Packet sequencing is maintained for the sampled packets.

 � Packet-based, or stateless, packet processing treats packets discretely. Each 
packet is assessed individually for treatment.

The rest of this book focuses on flow-based processing.

Understanding Flow-Based Processing
A packet undergoes flow-based processing after packet-based filters and some 
screens have been applied to it. Figure 1.2 is a conceptual view of flow-based traf-
fic processing on the SRX.

Figure 1.2 Traffic Flow for Flow-Based Processing
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A flow is a stream of related packets that meet the same matching criteria and 
share the same characteristics. Junos OS treats packets belonging to the same flow 
in the same manner.

After the SRX determines if the packet belongs to a new flow or an existing flow, it 
actually completes many more complex analyses before it determines what to do 
with the session or packet, and a lot depends on whether the SRX has already seen 
the flow (session).

When there is no match for the session, the SRX subjects the packet to first path 
processing. If the packet matches an installed session, the SRX enables fast 
path processing.

To determine if a flow exists for a packet, the SRX attempts to match the packet’s 
information to that of an existing session based on the following match criteria:

 � Source address

 � Destination address

 � Source port

 � Destination port

 � Protocol

 � Unique session token number for a given zone and virtual router

If the packet is from a new flow, the following steps happen:

 � SCREENS check.

 � Static or Destination NAT lookup (in case one the them is found).

 � Route lookup to determine the next hop.

 � Destination interface and zone lookup.

 � Firewall policy lookup.

 � Reverse or Source NAT lookup (in case one them is found).

 � Define the ALG that needs to be used.

 � Apply intrusion detection and prevention system (IDP), VPN, or other ad-
vanced security services.

 � Install the new session in the SRX flow session table.

If the packet matches an existing session, then fast-path flow processing is used. 
On fast-flow processing, many of the first-path lookups are not necessary (already 
done). Fast-path processing executes the following:
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 � SCREENS check.

 � TCP header and flag checks.

 � Route lookup and NAT translation.

 � Apply ALG services.

 � Apply advanced security services.

It’s important to note that even if the flow session is established and the fast path is 
used, the security checks still take place, so the SRX can block and drop denial of 
service and other malicious attacks during the lifespan of a session.

One other important process that requires further explanation is the Services/ALG.

An Application Layer Gateway (ALG) is a software component that is designed to 
manage specific protocols such as Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), FTP, and other 
protocols that need the device to create pinholes to allow returning traffic. The 
ALG plugin is responsible for Application-Layer aware packet processing.

Services are the advanced security features the SRX uses to protect networks, such 
as UTM, AppSecure, Sky ATP, SSL-Proxy, Security Intelligence, and IDP. Ad-
vanced security services and ALGs are evaluated and inspected in the Services 
module shown in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Detailed View of the Services/ALG Details

MORE?  You can find a detailed explanation about how SRX flow processing 
works on the Flow Based and Packet Based Processing Feature Guide for Security 
Devices paper, located in the Juniper TechLibrary: https://www.juniper.net/
documentation/en_US/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/security/
security-processing-overview.pdf.

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/security/security-processing-overview.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/security/security-processing-overview.pdf
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/security/security-processing-overview.pdf
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This Book’s Reference Topology
The topology shown in Figure 1.4 will be used for the configuration and deploy-
ments in this book. The main objective is to mimic a sample enterprise network 
comprised of four different zones:

 � Trust (user endpoints, printers, etc.) – Device management will also be achieved 
from this zone.

 � Server (Non-Internet exposed servers, such as Active Directory, File Server, 
etc.).

 � DMZ (Internet facing services, such as a web server).

 � Untrust (Internet).

Figure 1.4 This Book’s Reference Topology

With this topology, endpoints are connected in the Trust zone and advanced ser-
vices such as User Firewall, Application Firewall, Anti-Virus, Web filtering, Anti-
Malware (Sky ATP), and Threat Feeds are enabled. This allows the administrator 
to provide greater security for the connected endpoints and to obtain visibility into 
the network.

The Server Zone protects the internal server farm and offers security isolation 
from the endpoints. This allows an administrator to enable only the necessary 
ports, exposing the necessary services only to users who need them, and reducing 
the likelihood of an attack. It also enables the administrator to enable IPS for spe-
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cific servers or services, saving system resources.

The DMZ Zone is where all Internet-facing services are allocated. The DMZ Zone 
will only allow access to the necessary ports and applications, blocking all other 
traffic. The IPS is a must have in this zone, as attacks against the exposed services 
are very likely to happen and an IPS can mitigate many attacks upfront. An Ap-
plication Firewall can also be leveraged to control which applications can be 
opened, not just the TCP/UDP ports.

These are the basic SRX Series concepts that you need to know. As you get your 
own SRX up and running, revisit this chapter at any time during this book’s tutori-
als to reacquaint yourself with the fundamentals. 



Because you can connect to the SRX Series in multiple ways, it’s a very flexible se-
curity platform for performing configuration and management tasks. And because 
it is a Junos OS device, you have the option to manage a SRX via the console port, 
the CLI, the on-box web interface (known as J-Web), the centralized management 
platforms (Junos Space Security Director or Contrail Services Orchestrator), via 
the cloud using the Sky Enterprise Management Platform, or through even more 
sophisticated mechanisms like Automation/DevOps platforms, and scripts written 
in Python or Ruby. 

Some of these connection methods first require an initial configuration. Addition-
ally, since every single configuration and management method is not available via 
all interfaces, it’s important to understand what is possible with each method, then 
you can decide what is best for your environment. 

As mentioned before, this Day One book focuses on configuration and manage-
ment via the J-Web interface, but it highlights capabilities of the other methods, 
when appropriate. 

Connecting Via Console Port 
Every physical SRX model, from the smallest to the largest, has a RJ45 console 
connection that is properly identified. So when connecting via the console, all that 
is required is a rollover serial connection directly from your computer, or via a 
console server. 

Chapter 2

Managing the SRX
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This connection method does not require any prior configuration on the SRX and 
the actual management interface is the CLI. 

There are really no limitations on what you can do via this connection method, 
and for this reason it’s considered perhaps one of the most powerful ways to man-
age the device and it should always be leveraged as a management method (as an 
always-on backup connection to the device, for example). 

To connect via the console, you need: the supplied console cable, a computer with 
a serial port (or a USB to Serial adapter), and a terminal emulation application 
running on the connected computer. 

Connecting Via the CLI 
This method refers to a connection via a different port than the console, even 
though the actual interface is the same CLI. It’s different than the previous method 
because you use an Ethernet port, and it requires some upfront configuration, the 
most significant being the network address configuration (IP and subnet) in the 
selected port.

You can use any port for CLI management, that really depends on your require-
ments, but  in a nutshell, any port, or all ports, can be configured to accept man-
agement connections. Since you are now dealing with an IP connection, you can 
directly attach using a standard Ethernet patch cable, or you can also be thousands 
of miles away (provided, of course, that you can reach the configured IP address). 

Typically, after doing an initial configuration via the console, most administrators 
configure the necessary elements to allow remote access to the device via protocols 
like SSH. There are several steps to enable remote access management via the CLI, 
and these are shown in subsequent chapters of this book. 

Since the interface is the same as when you connect via the console, when manag-
ing the device, you can enjoy the same unlimited power with some added benefits, 
the most important being the ability to accept multiple, concurrent administration 
connections, via the same ports. 

NOTE  SRX models also have a dedicated management port that is different 
than the console. This port is exclusive for management purposes. Also known as 
fxp0s, these interfaces exist in the control plane of the SRX and cannot be used for 
user data traffic (which helps to guarantee that the dedicated management channel 
remains open in the event that there is a disruption of the data plane). 

Check the specific documentation for your SRX to identify what port (if any) is the 
dedicated management port.
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Connecting Via the GUI J-Web 
J-Web is a renewed version of the legacy web-based management interface that ran 
on older SRX models. The new J-Web allows you to manage the SRX via a graphi-
cal interface on a web browser and perform almost all of the management tasks. 
This capability is available on all SRX platforms, big or small, physical or virtual. 

Connecting via J-Web has similar requirements to connecting via CLI. Some initial 
configuration needs to be done, such as setting an IP address and a subnet mask, as 
well as turning on this particular management service. As long as you can reach 
the IP address configured on any of the interfaces, and the corresponding services 
are turned on, then you can launch the graphical interface.

Centralized Management: Junos Space Security Director
Junos Space Security Director is a Juniper Networks management platform de-
signed to manage multiple SRX firewalls in a centralized way. 

No matter how many SRX devices you have, but certainly if their number is in the 
hundreds or thousands, you must consider Security Director to simplify provision-
ing and monitoring tasks. With just a few clicks, you can push changes to the 
entire network, making what could be considered a complex task something easy 
to do. 

Deployment, configuration, and operation of Junos Space Security Director easily 
requires another Day One book, but there is plenty of documentation and techni-
cal training available to teach you what you need to know about this option at the 
Juniper TechLibrary (https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-inde-
pendent/junos-space-apps/junos-space-security-director.html). Instead, this book 
simply introduces you to the technology and explains a few basic concepts of the 
platform. 

If you already have Security Director and want to manage your first SRX, you’ll 
need to first configure an IP address and management services into the SRX so that 
Security Director can discover and manage your firewall, and provided that this IP 
can be reached from the Junos Space Security Director, you can then import and 
manage the firewalls. 

In terms of limitations, Security Director is not suitable for tasks like debugging 
(this is an on-box task), but on the other hand, it is a good solution for centralizing 
security events, viewing logs, analyzing security policies for inconsistencies, moni-
toring the devices, creating custom IPS and Application signatures, generating re-
ports, pushing configurations to your SRXs, and keeping your network in optimal 
condition. Be sure to check it out.

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos-space-apps/junos-space-security-director.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos-space-apps/junos-space-security-director.html
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Cloud-based Management: Juniper Sky Enterprise
For customers looking for a simple way to deploy and manage Juniper devices, 
Juniper offers a cloud-based management solution called Sky Enterprise.

As a cloud-based service, Juniper Sky Enterprise eases network administration and 
costs by eliminating software maintenance cycles and dedicated network manage-
ment infrastructure. The solution offers a centralized and user-friendly portal that 
supports features such as Zero Touch Provisioning (ZTP), device configuration, 
and monitoring.

MORE?  For more information about Sky Enterprise see https://juniper.net/us/
en/products-services/network-management/sky-enterprise/.

SD-WAN, Security, and NFV Management: Contrail Service 
Orchestration

Contrail Service Orchestration is a platform designed to manage SRX and NFX 
devices on networks that demand a high level of adaptiveness for services like SD-
WAN and Network Function Virtualization (NFV).

It supports Zero Touch Provisioning, SD-WAN and security services management, 
and the configuration and deployment of NFV service chaining.

MORE?  Get more information about Contrail Service Orchestration at: 
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/sdn/contrail/contrail-service-
orchestration/.

Connecting to the SRX for the First Time 
After unpacking the SRX and physically installing it, you can perform the initial 
configuration tasks. You can do this using different methods (console port, ZTP, 
Wizard). This book focuses on using the J-Web Setup Wizard, but provides the 
initial configuration via CLI so you can connect via the console port.

To Connect to Your SRX Via J-Web
To connect to your SRX via the graphical user interface (J-Web) and perform the 
setup wizard: 

 � Connect an Ethernet cable to your computer, and at the other end, to the man-
agement port of the SRX; 

 � Set your interface IP address to 192.168.1.2 and mask to 255.255.255.0;

 � Open your web browser (Firefox is recommended);

 � Enter the address https://192.168.1.1.

https://juniper.net/us/en/products-services/network-management/sky-enterprise/
https://juniper.net/us/en/products-services/network-management/sky-enterprise/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/sdn/contrail/contrail-service-orchestration/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/sdn/contrail/contrail-service-orchestration/
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NOTE  Check your SRX model documentation to find out which port you 
need to connect in order to access the setup wizard, but it’s usually one of the ports 
between interfaces 0 and 5. 

MORE?  Specific product information can be found at https://www.juniper.net/
documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-
pages/srx-series/product/index.html and the list of features available per platform 
is available at https://pathfinder.juniper.net/home/.

If you want to perform the initial configuration using the GUI, you can go straight 
to Chapter 3, but if you want to use the console port instead, continue on here.

IMPORTANT Note that while this book uses port ge-0/0/0 for the internal 
network, ge-0/0/1 for the internal servers’ network, ge-0.0/2 for DMZ, and 
ge-0/0/3 for the Internet, depending on your SRX, you may need to use a different 
combination, as some models use ge-0/0/0 for WAN. Please check your device-
specific documentation before proceeding.

To Connect to Your SRX Via Console Port
Connect the provided console cable to your computer, and at the other end, to the 
port of the SRX. Open your terminal emulation program, such as HyperTerminal 
in Windows. 

In the application, set the port settings (the COM port that identifies the serial 
connection) with the following information: 

 � Bits per second: 9600; Data bits: 8; Parity: None; Stop bits: 1. 

 � Flow control: None. 

 � Click Open or Connect (the wording is application dependent).

For MacOS devices, you’ll need to get a USB serial adapter, install the proper driv-
ers, and then connect to the SRX with a console cable. 

You can use the Terminal application to find the Mac OSX USB port number. See 
the example below as a reference:

macOSX:user$ cd /dev 
macOSX:user$ ls -ltr /dev/*usb* 
crw-rw-rw- 1 root wheel 10, 66 Jan 2 23:46 tty. USA19H142P1.1

After finding the port number, connect to the USB port with the following com-
mand, followed by the router USB port speed:

macOSX:user$ screen /dev/tty. USA19H142P1.1 9600

Assuming that this is a brand new or factory-restored device, you should now have 
a login prompt.

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://pathfinder.juniper.net/home/
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To Set Up the Initial Information
1. Log in as the root user. There is no password.

2. Start the CLI, by typing cli at the command prompt.

3. Enter configuration mode.

4. Set the root authentication password by entering a clear text password, an en-
crypted password, or an SSH public key string (DSA or RSA). The command is 
(enter the password twice as requested):

set system root-authentication plain-text-password

5. Commit your configuration.

6. Configure the SRX hostname:
set system host-name (name of the device)

7. Configure the transit network interfaces:
set interfaces interface name unit 0 family inet address (IP address/prefix-length)

8. Configure the default route:
set routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0 next-hop (gateway IP)

9. Configure basic security zones and bind them to traffic interfaces:
set security zones security-zone Trust interfaces ge-0/0/0
set security zones security-zone Internet interfaces ge-0/0/3 

10. Allow services in the Trust interface:
set security zones security-zone Trust interfaces ge-0/0/0.0 host-inbound-traffic system-services all 

11. Configure basic security policies:
set security policies from-zone Trust to-zone Internet policy (policy-name) match source-address any 
destination-address any application any 
set security policies from-zone Trust to-zone Internet policy (policy-name) then permit

12. Create a NAT rule for source translation of all Internet-bound traffic:
set security nat source rule-set (ruleset-name) from zone Trust 
set security nat source rule-set (ruleset-name) to zone Internet
set security nat source rule-set (ruleset-name) rule (rule-name) match source-address 0.0.0.0/0 
destination-address 0.0.0.0/0
set security nat source rule-set (ruleset-name rule (rule-name) then source-nat interface

13. Commit the configuration.



As mentioned in Chapter 2, the SRX offers different management methods, and 
one of the great improvements it achieved is the new J-Web Wizard.

It makes it a lot easier for inexperienced (and even experienced) SRX administra-
tors to quickly set up a new device. It also offers the opportunity for an experi-
enced administrator to set up more complex configurations, right from the start.

This chapter walks you through the setup wizard and how to secure management 
access of the SRX.  

Using the Setup Wizard
The setup wizard configures the services gateway so it can securely pass traffic. 
The wizard:

 � Provides recommended settings based on your previous selections. For exam-
ple, the wizard recommends security policies based on the security topology 
you have defined.

 � Determines which configuration tasks to present to you based on your selec-
tions.

 � Flags any missing required configuration when you attempt to leave a page.

 � Indicates which configuration elements or tasks are unavailable to you based 
on your previous selections by graying them out.

You can choose one of the following setup modes to configure the services 
gateway:

Chapter 3

Initial Configuration
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 � Default Setup mode: This mode allows you to quickly set up a services gateway 
in a default security configuration. In this mode, you can configure basic sys-
tem settings, such as the administrator password, and download purchased li-
censes. Any additional configuration can be carried out after completing the 
Setup Wizard.

 � Guided Setup mode: This mode allows you to set up a services gateway in a 
custom security configuration.

The following screen will appear: 

Figure 3.1 Phone Home Client Initial Wizard

The screen displays the message Device Cannot Connect. This is because the SRX 
is trying to reach the Phone Home Server (part of the ZTP setup process). As we 
are not using ZTP as a setup method on this book, just click on Skip to J-Web.

Now, just define the root password to continue: 

Figure 3.2 Root Password Configuration
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After a few seconds, reload the browser. You will be prompted with the J-Web log-
in screen. Type your username and password (user: root password: defined in the 
previous step). After logging in, you will be presented with the setup wizard screen 
in Figure 3.3.

Basic Settings

Figure 3.3 Setup Wizard Initial Screen

Click on Guided Setup and then, click on Next. The wizard will ask for your expe-
rience level as shown in Figure 3.4. For now, let’s start with the Basic Options. Se-
lect and then click on Next: 

Figure 3.4 Setup Modes
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NOTE  Expert Mode allows the administrator to define additional zones and 
offers more advanced configurations during the setup. It allows the configuration 
of more complex scenarios, but it’s recommended only for advanced administra-
tors. Try it out in the lab.

Next, let’s define the SRX hostname, the root password, and other administrative 
accounts, as needed, as shown in Figure 3.5: 

Figure 3.5 User Settings

Configure the out-of-band management interface (fxp0), IP address, and subnet, 
and click on Next: 

Figure 3.6 Management Interface (fxp0) Settings
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Next, configure the NTP Server and time zone: 

Figure 3.7 Time/Date Settings

The setup wizard will summarize this part of the configuration. If all is correct, 
click Next: 

Figure 3.8 Basic Device Settings Review
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Security Topology
The next part of the configuration is about defining the security topology. 

In Figure 3.9, select the Zone Internal and Internet setup and click Next:

Figure 3.9 Security Topology Definition

If you use PPoE in your lab or in your Internet connection, you can define it here. If 
you don’t use it, just select the Not Applicable option as shown here. And then 
Next:

Figure 3.10 Internet Credentials Configuration

Let’s define the Internet interface properties. Select one interface and configure the 
interface properties. 
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Here, the book is using interface 3 and defining it as a DHCP client interface. If 
your Internet interface uses a static IP, remember to reflect this in your configura-
tion. When complete click Next: 

Figure 3.11 Internet Zone Definition

In the next step, the setup wizard asks if the administrator wants to define a DMZ.  
If you’re following this book’s reference topology, click Yes. If you’re configuring a 
two-zone set up (Trust/Internet), just click No and skip the DMZ steps: 

Figure 3.12 DMZ Zone Definition
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Let’s define the DMZ interface properties. In Figure 3.13 select the interface you 
want to use for the DMZ zone. Here, we’re using interface 2: 

Figure 3.13 DMZ Zone Interface Configuration

The next step is to set up the services available in the DMZ zone. The setup wizard 
offers a couple of predefined templates, so let’s use the web service template. After 
inserting the private server IP address and the services available, click on Add, and 
then Next: 

Figure 3.14 DMZ Services Definition
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Next the setup wizard asks for the internal network topology. Select the 3x zone 
setup and click Next as shown in Figure 3.15: 

Figure 3.15 Internal Zone Setup

It’s time to define the Trust interface. Select Interface 0 for the Trust Zone and con-
figure the interface properties: 

Figure 3.16 Internal Zone (Trust) Configuration
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Next configure the DHCP Server properties and insert the values that fit for your 
own lab or network environment. If you’re not using DHCP server in the SRX, 
just skip this step: 

Figure 3.17 DHCP Server Configuration

NOTE For this environment, this book uses the IP address 8.8.8.8 as the initially 
preferred DNS server for the DHCP clients, but you can use your internal DNS 
server, your ISP DNS server, or any other DNS server you trust and have access to. 
It’s important to mention that the SRX supports the DNS Proxy feature, but won’t 
be taking advantage of it in this book, as it doesn’t reflect the majority of deploy-
ments.

After the DHCP step is done, the setup wizard will move to the Security Policy 
portion of the configuration, as evident by the “You are here” process chart at the 
top of the setup wizard.

Security
First, let’s insert the security licenses. You can upload the security file or add the 
specific licenses manually as shown in Figure 3.18.

TIP If have purchased a license but didn’t receive it, contact your Juniper 
representative or account manager.
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Figure 3.18 License Upload 

TIP You may face errors when loading the full license file and this may be 
caused by having licenses in the file that are not recognized by the system, as they 
are not supposed to be uploaded. If this happens, just load the licenses individually 
instead of doing a full bulk load.

The next step is to configure the security policies that will allow or deny communi-
cation between the zones.  The first policy is to set up the policy from Internet to 
DMZ. Rename the policy to be meaningful to your environment, accept the de-
fault policy, and then click Next (you’ll revisit this policy in subsequent chapters): 

Figure 3.19 Internet –> DMZ Security Policy 
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The next policy is for the Trust zone to Internet. Accept the policy and click Next: 

Figure 3.20 Trust –> Internet Security Policy 

Do the same for the Trust to DMZ policy: 

Figure 3.21 Trust –> DMZ Security Policy 
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The Setup Wizard will move to set up the Remote Access VPN. Let’s skip this step 
for right now, as Remote Access is covered in a later chapter. Just click No: 

Figure 3.22 Remote Access VPN Configuration – Save for Later

NAT
Okay let’s move to the NAT portion of the configuration. The setup wizard helps 
to set up the necessary NAT policies in order to let some basic services be available 
for Internet users.

Let’s create a Source NAT policy that will allow internal clients to access the Inter-
net, and a Destination NAT to allow external clients to access DMZ Services.  
Select all the zones where Source NAT is necessary. In this book’s environment, 
because we initially just want the clients in the Trust to have Internet access, let’s 
select only the Trust Zone, but if you want to have Internet access from your DMZ 
servers, remember to add the DMZ zone here: 

Figure 3.23 Source NAT Configuration
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To configure Destination NAT, select the IP address or hostname (if internal DNS 
is configured) of the DMZ server and the security policy that is related to this NAT 
policy: 

Figure 3.24 Destination NAT Configuration

NOTE If you are creating multiple destination NAT policies for different servers 
in your DMZ, make sure you are matching them with the security policies match-
ing the NAT traffic.

Review the configurations in Figure 3.25 and click Next: 

Figure 3.25 NAT Configuration Review
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Confirm and Apply
The setup wizard will allow you to review the configuration before proceeding, if 
you are ready to commit to your actual configuration, click Next: 

Figure 3.26 Configuration Review

It’s time to commit. Click Apply Settings: 

Figure 3.27 Apply Configuration Settings
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After the commit is done, you’ll be presented to the WebUI Log In screen (reload 
your browser, if needed): 

Figure 3.28 J-Web Log In Screen

During the setup, we configured a default route for the fxp0 interface and this may 
conflict with the SRX routes. You need to remove the static route created.

On the CLI, type the following command in configuration mode:
delete routing-options static route 0.0.0.0/0

Commit the change.

WARNING     Depending on how your SRX receives the default route, you may 
need to manually add another one. You can achieve this on both CLI and GUI 
(Configuration/Network/Static Routing). If your SRX receives routes or default 
gateway via DHCP or a dynamic routing protocol, you won’t need it.

Congratulations! Now your SRX is functional.

NOTE       At this moment, your SRX should be allowing users to connect to the 
Internet and the servers on the DMZ should be reachable for both internal and 
external users. If something is not working, please review your configuration.

The following chapters will focus on enabling advanced security features to fur-
ther enhance the security posture of your network. Let’s do it.
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Overview of the Graphical User Interface
The new J-Web is divided into five main categories (Dashboard, Monitor, Config-
ure, Reports, and Administration), as you can see in Figure 3.29: 

Figure 3.29 J-Web Main Categories Panel

You can access the Menu by moving your mouse to the left at any given time. This 
allows a fast and easy way to view logs, configure your SRX, generate reports, or 
perform administrative tasks. 

After logging in you will be presented with the Systems Identity page (Figure 3.30) 
where you can define device information and other basic aspects of your setup, for 
now, let’s just click on the Dashboard icon: 

Figure 3.30 System Identity

The Dashboard allows you to quickly visualize important information about your 
device performance, health, status, and security posture:
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Figure 3.31 Dashboard

You can also select the widgets you want to be displayed. Just click on the gear 
icon, located on the upper right hand of the screen.

NOTE This book highly recommends you become familiar with the Dashboard 
and its options so you can profit from the valuable information provided in a 
quick and graphical way. 

Every time you change something in the SRX, you need to commit your changes, 
so it can start taking effect – just click the Commit button in the upper right of the 
setup wizard page. 

Figure 3.32 Commit Button

You can perform several changes before doing the commit and you can also Com-
pare and Discard changes via the pull-down menu – it’s really useful.

Now let’s look into ways to increase the security of the SRX itself.
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Securing Management Access 
It’s always a best practice to restrict admin access to any network device and this is 
even more critical to security devices. Leaving management access unrestricted will 
welcome malicious users or attackers to disrupt your network.

A great way of hardening the SRX is using the fxp0 interface to perform any man-
agement tasks, as this interface is out-of-band (cannot be accessed from the transit 
network), although this isn’t an option for every single company or environment, 
and sometimes, administrators use transit networks for management.

The next steps show you how to enable management over a transit port and how 
to secure it against unauthorized access.

On the Configure tab, click on Security/Objects/Zones/Screens, then select the 
Trust Zone and click on Edit: 

Figure 3.33 Zones/Screens Panel

Under Edit Zone, select the Host Inbound Traffic – Interface tab, select the inter-
face you want to use for management, and then enable the relevant services for 
your lab or environment. 

NOTE This book recommends enabling SSH, ping, and HTTPS for management 
in the Trust Zone, not for other zones, and only for the absolutely necessary 
services and protocols. It also does not recommend enabling protocols such as 
SSH, HTTP, and HTTPS on interfaces connected to public networks. 

TIP If you are using the SRX as a DHCP Server, make sure DHCP remains 
allowed only on the proper interfaces or zones.
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Figure 3.34 Zone Services and Protocols Configuration

NOTE You can also restrict the IP addresses or user IDs allowed to access the 
management IP. You can use firewall filters or security policies.

It’s also very important to make sure you disabled all unnecessary services. You 
can do that by clicking on Configure/Device Setup/Basic Settings/Management 
Access.

Click on Edit and select the Services tab: 

Figure 3.35 Management Access Panel
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This book recommends that you at least deactivate the Telnet service, and on the 
Enable HTTPS section, disable the Enable on all interfaces option. Select the Trust 
zone interface under Available interfaces and move it to the Selected interfaces tab 
– this will restrict web-based management access to the interface connected to the 
Trust Zone.

Click OK.

Last, under Configure/interfaces, select the fxp0 interface, and Deactivate it (as we 
won’t be using the MGMT interface).

Commit your configuration by using the Commit menu pulldown, as shown previ-
ously in Figure 3.32.



Security policies are a critical component of the SRX Services Gateway platform. 
By default, traffic entering an interface destined to any address is going to be 
blocked. This is the expected default behavior and no traffic is allowed through the 
SRX until a proper configuration is in place to permit it. 

NOTE  An exception to this traffic rule is the traffic in and out of the fxp0 
(management) interface. As the fxp0 interface (MGMT) resides in the control 
plane of the device, it cannot be used for user data traffic. Also, some SRX models 
come with a ‘trust-to-untrust-allow’ policy created by default.

Security Policies Logic
Policy configuration entitles an IF-THEN-ELSE algorithm: IF traffic X is matched, 
THEN action Y is performed, ELSE drop packet (default behavior). 

Matching traffic (IF statement) consists of looking at packets for the four follow-
ing elements: 

 � Source zone: the predefined or custom zone created from the perspective of the 
SRX that you are configuring. The source selected has to match the source 
zone. 

 � Destination zone: predefined or custom zone created from the perspective of 
the SRX that you are configuring. 

 � Destination IP: any IP address, or address book, that specifies a host IP or a 
subnet. The destination selected has to match the destination zone. 

 � Application: predefined or custom service that defines the source/ destination 
ports, protocol involved, and timeout value. 

Chapter 4
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If an incoming packet matches all previous four elements, the action (THEN state-
ment) defines what to do with this or any other packets matching the same 
combination: 

 � Deny: drops the packet (silently). 

 � Reject: drops the packet and sends a TCP-Reset to the originator of the traffic. 

 � Permit: permits the packet. 

 � Log: instructs the SRX to create a log entry for matching packets. 

 � Count: provides accounting information per session. 

You can imagine environments where there can be several—or up to dozens or 
thousands of policies configured in a SRX device (this number varies by platform). 
When packets ingress the SRX, they are evaluated against security policies in a 
top-down fashion until all five of the elements presented above are matched. If a 
match is found, then the SRX does what it was instructed to do with those packets 
and stops evaluating through the rest of the policies. If the evaluation process 
reaches the last policy, and no match was made (ELSE statement), then the default 
firewall action deny-all is applied. 

Since the evaluation of firewall policies happens sequentially in a top-down man-
ner, it is a good practice to insert the most specific rules at the top of the list and the 
most generic policies at the bottom. If you fail to do so, then you may hide a more 
specific match criteria with a more common one. 

MORE?  Junos Space Security Director has a feature called Policy Analysis 
Report that helps administrators to find shadowed, not active, redundant, sched-
ule expired, and never matched policies. This offers a great deal of help to admin-
istrators trying to reduce and sanitize their security policy database. See https://
www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos-space17.2/topics/task/configura-
tion/junos-space-policy-analysis-report-definition-creating.html.

Security Policies Components
As mentioned, a security policy has several components, such as zones, address 
books, and applications. Let’s quickly review.

A zone is a logical container used to group interfaces with similar security require-
ments. For example, assume your organization has a Human Resources depart-
ment, so all firewall ports assigned to HR can be bound to the zone HR. All 

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos-space17.2/topics/task/configuration/junos-space-policy-analysis-report-definition-creating.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos-space17.2/topics/task/configuration/junos-space-policy-analysis-report-definition-creating.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos-space17.2/topics/task/configuration/junos-space-policy-analysis-report-definition-creating.html
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firewall interfaces used by Finance can be bound to a zone Finance, and so on. 
Zone names are locally significant and you can name them anything that makes 
the most sense to you. 

An address book is a collection of addresses. The SRX allows you to configure 
multiple address books. Address books are objects that may contain network ad-
dresses (IPv4 and IPv6), network prefixes, wildcards, and hostnames. You can 
think of an address book as a building block that is referenced in other configura-
tions such as security policies or NAT, and is used to match source and destination 
IP addresses. 

You can add addresses to address books or use the predefined addresses available 
to each address book by default.

NOTE  It’s best practice to keep the address object management simple, using 
the global address book or zone address books, but not mixing them.

Applications refer to the specific services that a policy is matching. An application 
can be a combination of source or destination ports, protocols, and its timeout. 
The ports and protocol are part of the TCP/IP packet header, and the timeout re-
fers to the time that a particular packet will be held in memory before it is purged, 
if no subsequent packets match the same security policy. 

As discussed earlier, the SRX is a stateful firewall. When an incoming packet is 
matched and an action is taken, then an entry identifying this packet and the cor-
responding action is held in memory (session table) so that subsequent packets are 
processed faster. If, after a while (the timeout value), no subsequent packets match 
the same criteria, the entry is purged from memory. A finite amount of entries can 
be held in memory and that’s why the firewall has to be judicious about what is 
held there. 

You don’t always have to configure services. In fact, there is a list of pre-defined 
services, and you can see their details from configuration mode with the CLI 
command:

[edit]
root@root# show groups junos-defaults applications

You can also have the same visualization in the Web GUI, by navigating to the 
Configure/Security/Objects/Applications page and selecting the pre-defined Ap-
plications tab as shown in Figure 4.1:
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Figure 4.1 Zone Services and Protocols Configuration

In a situation where you need to create a service to accommodate a particular ap-
plication in your network, then the process is to gather up the ports and protocols 
involved, consider the service timeout, make a decision about what it is, and con-
figure a new service. 

For example, let’s assume you want to configure a custom service called Custom-
App to accommodate traffic that matches the following criteria: 

 � Source ports: any

 � Destination port: 10000 

 � Protocol: TCP 

 � Timeout: 360 seconds 

In order to achieve this, click the + sign on the Configure/Security/Objects/Appli-
cations page and select the Custom-Applications tab (the first tab shown in Figure 
4.1).
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Click on the + button and the Create Application page will appear as shown in 
Figure 4.2: 

Figure 4.2 Create a Custom Application Screen

Name the application CustomApp. You will notice that an application is made of 
protocols. Protocols can be a combination of source and destination ports, proto-
cols (UDP, TCP), the timeout, and Application Layer Gateways. Click on the + 
button and the Edit Protocol window appears: 

Figure 4.3 Zone Services and Protocol Configuration

Just input the values defined for the CustomApp. Click OK and commit your 
changes.
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TIP An application can contain several protocols, which is a powerful feature 
as administrators don’t need to set up different protocols and add them into a 
policy. They can simply add all the protocols within an application and use the 
application inside a security policy.

Creating Interfaces, Security Zones, Addresses, and Policies
Looking back at this book’s topology, you might remember that we didn’t create 
one of the security zones during the Initial Setup (Server Zone). This was on pur-
pose. So now, let’s manually create it and its related security policies, interfaces, 
and objects. 

First, let’s configure the security zone.

In the J-Web GUI, navigate to Configure/Security/Objects/Zones/Screens as shown 
in Figure 4.4: 

Figure 4.4 Zone Services and Screens

Click on the + button. In the Edit Zone page, create a new Security Type Zone 
called Server. Do not bind a SCREEN to policy to the new zone. Let it be empty in 
the interfaces tab for now: 

Figure 4.5 Zone Configuration
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The next step is to create a new network interface. In the J-Web GUI, navigate to 
Configure/Interfaces/Ports: 

Figure 4.6 Interface Configuration

Select the ge-0/0/1 interface and click on the + button, then select the Logical Inter-
face option as shown in Figure 4.7: 

Figure 4.7 Logical Interface Definition

In the logical properties add the following:

 � Logical Unit: 0

 � Zone: Server

 � IPV4 Address: 192.168.150.254/24
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Figure 4.8 Logical Interface Configuration

Finally, let’s add a security policy to allow users in the Trust Zone to log in to the 
Active Directory server. Go to Configure/Security/Firewall Policy/Rules as shown 
in Figure 4.9:

Figure 4.9 Security Policies

Click on the + button and a new Create Rule Wizard appears: 
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Figure 4.10 Create Firewall Rule Wizard – Basic Information

Add the Rule Name that fits your environment and process, but this book recom-
mends that as a best practice you name policies based on the communication it 
controls and always insert a description about the rule objectives, so others can 
understand what was done.

Do not enable the Global Policy option. Click Next.

The setup wizard will now ask you to define the Source Information parameters as 
shown in Figure 4.11. Select the Trust as the Source Zone and in the Address(es) 
field, click Select: 

Figure 4.11 Create Firewall Rule Wizard – Source Info

Because an address object hasn’t been created yet, let’s take advantage of the fact 
that the rule wizard allows us to do it here: 
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Figure 4.12 Create a New Address Object

In Figure 4.12, select the Include Specific option, and then click the Add New 
Source Address button. Figure 4.13 appears. Define the new object named Trust_
Network and in the address field, insert the network. Don’t forget to add the sub-
net value, here, 24: 

Figure 4.13 Address Object Definition

Click OK. Now in the Source Address dialog, move the new address to the Select-
ed tab and click OK:

Figure 4.14 Source Address Selection
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Next, the wizard moves you to define the destination Zone and the destination ad-
dress. At the Destination Zone, select Server as the Zone: 

Figure 4.15 Create Firewall Rule Wizard – Destination Info

You need to create another address object for the destination address. Follow the 
same steps used to create the source address, but now in the Destination sequence. 
Name it as AD and insert its IP address and mask: 

Figure 4.16 Adding Another Address Object

Click OK in the Figure 4.16 dialog.

Select the AD server as the destination address, so your Destination set looks like 
Figure 4.17: 
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Figure 4.17 Create Firewall Rule Wizard – Destination Info with Address

For Services, let’s use any for now, but you do need to restrict the ports according 
to your own environment: 

Figure 4.18 Service Definition

Click OK. Review the configuration. When you’re done, click Next to move to the 
Advanced Security tab. In Figure 4.19, let’s just configure the Action to permit and 
then click on Next: 

Figure 4.19  Create Policy Wizard – Advanced Security Settings
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In the Log Options dialog, enable the Log At Session Close Time option and click 
on Finish: 

Figure 4.20 Create Policy Wizard – Rule Options

Review the policy summary and if everything is in place, click OK. Save your rules 
and Commit. Your new rule will appear in the GUI: 

Figure 4.21 Rule Policies Screen (with the new rule highlighted)



By default, packets arriving to the SRX are routed to each specific destination, as 
the SRX is also a router. This is a powerful capability that enhances the SRX ef-
ficiency in complex environments, but makes it almost impossible for your internal 
networks to access public ones, such as the Internet, because private IP addresses 
cannot be routed over the Internet (as mandated by RFC1918). This also makes it 
impossible for addresses on the Internet to access applications hosted in your pri-
vate network.

To overcome this issue and several others, Network Address Translation (NAT) 
comes to the rescue.

NAT Types 
The SRX is capable of performing different forms of translation of the source and 
destination headers. The options are: source, destination, and static. 

MORE?  This chapter covers a basic introduction to each type of NAT, as well 
as how to configure the basic NAT configurations for each mode, so you can 
perform most of the routine tasks. More advanced scenarios such as CGNAT, 
IPV6 NAT, NAT64, NAT, multicast, and NAT hair-pinning are beyond the scope 
of this book. See the Juniper TechLibrary for more on these advanced scenarios: 
http://www.juniper.net/documentation.

NOTE  This book only uses Source and Destination NAT, but for your 
reference it will also cover the use of Static NAT.

Chapter 5

Network Address Translation

http://www.juniper.net/documentation
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Source NAT
Source NAT is a many-to-one NAT that can map many IP addresses to one or 
more addresses, but not in a one-to-one fashion. 

Source NAT is dynamically allocated in real time based on the available IP ad-
dresses and ports in the pool. For instance, you might want to hide all hosts in the 
Trust zone in the subnet 192.168.100.0/24 behind a public IP address, let’s say the 
SRX public IP address, when they connect out to the Internet. Hosts on the Inter-
net cannot make a new connection back to the hosts because it is not a bidirec-
tional form of NAT-like Static NAT.

The typical use case for Source NAT is to give clients behind a network one or 
more IP addresses that they can use to connect to the Internet. 

Some administrators also feel that NAT is a security mechanism. Although there is 
some truth to this, security is more of a side effect than the true purpose of NAT, 
and attackers have found numerous ways around NAT as a security mechanism. 
Source NAT can also be used to connect to trading partners when you use internal 
IP addresses to hide, overlap, or to simplify routing and security on both sides.

During the initial setup, you already defined a Source NAT policy to allow internal 
computers in the Trust Zone to access the Internet Zone. In this case, you are using 
Source Egress Interface NAT, but it’s important to mention that other types of 
Source NAT are supported:

 � Translation of the original source IP address to the egress interface IP address 
(also called interface NAT). 

 � Translation of the original source IP address to an IP address from a user-de-
fined address pool without port address translation. The association between 
the original source IP address to the translated source IP address is dynamic. 
However, once there is an association, the same association is used for the same 
original source IP address for new traffic that matches the same NAT rule.

 � Translation of the original source IP address to an IP address from a user-de-
fined address pool with port address translation. The association between the 
original source IP address to the translated source IP address is dynamic. Even 
if an association exists, the same original source IP address may be translated 
to a different address for new traffic that matches the same NAT rule.

 � Translation of the original source IP address to an IP address from a user-de-
fined address pool by shifting the IP addresses. This type of translation is one-
to-one, static, and without port address translation. If the original source IP 
address range is larger than the IP address range in the user-defined pool, un-
translated packets are dropped.
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Overview of a Source NAT Rule 
The main configuration tasks for a Source NAT rule using an interface as a trans-
lated address, are as follows:

 � Configure an interface NAT mapping of private addresses to the public address 
of an egress interface.

 � (Optional) Configure the persistent address.

 � Configure source NAT rules that align with your network and security require-
ments.

NOTE  Remember that in order for traffic to go across the SRX, you also 
need to configure a security policy. A NAT configuration looks similar to a security 
policy, but this will not allow the traffic through, it will just manipulate the traffic 
according to the NAT rule once it has been permitted by a security policy. This 
applies to all NAT Types.

Configuring Source NAT Rules
There are several options available when executing this kind of translation. For 
example, you can configure it so that the source IP is translated to the IP of the 
egress interface, or you can use a different pool of IP addresses, or use port address 
translation, etc. 

Remember that in Chapter 4, you already defined a Source NAT policy during the 
initial setup. Let’s check this policy and its components. On the SRX GUI, click on 
Configure/Security/NAT/Source.  Figure 5.1 appears on screen: 

Figure 5.1 Source NAT Configuration Screen
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You can see that there’s a created policy named nsw_srcnat. This is the policy the 
setup wizard created when you enabled Source NAT for the Trust Zone.

Select the rule nsw_srcnat under the Source Rule Set, and click on Edit. The Edit 
Rule wizard should appear as in Figure 5.2: 

Figure 5.2 Source NAT Rule Options

You can see all the options available for a Source NAT rule:

 � Source and Destination Address and Ports.

 � Actions (when the conditions are met). 

 � You can verify that three actions are available:

 � No Source NAT

 � Source NAT with Egress Interface Address

 � Source NAT with Pool 

 � Persistent NAT

 � Utilization Alarm (for NAT Pools)

As mentioned previously, since we are using the Egress Interface option, and as 
this rule was defined during the initial setup wizard, no further changes are 
necessary. 
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If you haven’t tested Internet access, this is a great moment to do so. After access-
ing a website, you can connect on the SRX CLI and inspect the session table using 
the Junos show security flow session command. For example, the output in Figure 
5.3 shows the NAT translation for a specific session: 

Figure 5.3 Session Using Source NAT

The output indicates that there is an incoming packet with a source IP address of 
192.168.100.100 (an IP address from the Trust Zone), destined to 
162.125.18.133 in the TCP port 443. The return traffic shows a packet being 
sourced from 209.239.112.126, destined to the SRX Egress Interface IP address, 
172.16.25.101.

It’s worth mentioning that you can also find this information in J-Web by accessing 
the Monitor/Security/Flow Session page.

NOTE The show security flow sessions command is very helpful and it will be 
covered in more detail later on in this book. 

Also, it’s important to remember that back in Chapter 4, you created a new Secu-
rity Zone named Server to host our Internal Services (in our case, Active Direc-
tory). In some environments, Source NAT is not necessary for this zone as the 
servers may be prevented from accessing the Internet or may use a different meth-
od, such as a Web Proxy. 

In other environments there may be a need for the servers to direct access the Inter-
net, and then Source NAT is needed. 

In this book’s setup, Source NAT is needed, and we’ll configure it now. It is up to 
you to define the need for it in your own environment.

Let’s open the Source NAT page and click on the + sign. Add a new Rule Set called 
Server_to_Internet and on the From and To fields, select Zone as the parameter. 
Now, from the Source Zone, select Server and from the Destination Zone select 
Internet, as you can see in Figure 5.4:
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Figure 5.4 Source NAT Rule Set

Let’s add a Source NAT rule to the rule set just created. Name it 1 and use 
0.0.0.0/0 for both the Source and Destination Addresses. Select the action at the 
bottom of the wizard dialog box as Source NAT with Egress Interface Address: 

Figure 5.5 Source NAT Rule

Click OK. The new Source NAT policy is done. Remember, now you must add a 
security policy to permit the necessary traffic. 
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Destination NAT
Destination NAT is a one-to-many form of NAT that allows you to map a single IP 
address to multiple IP addresses. 

For instance, inbound connections to a public IP address in your control (let’s say, 
the SRX IP address) could be mapped to the internal machines at a security zone of 
your choice (here, it’s the DMZ Zone).

The mechanism to determine which internal host to map them to would be based 
on the port number in the destination IP address of the connection. 

For instance, if a packet arrives on your public IP address with destination port 
443, it will go to 192.168.200.10:443. The main use case for this is when you are 
limited in the public IP addresses that you have, but you need to make multiple 
services available on the Internet. If you don’t have enough public IP addresses to 
map one-to-one using static NAT, then you would need to use destination NAT. 

Destination NAT maps a table based on the destination IP address and destination 
port. This will translate the IP address to the internal address, and optionally you 
can also translate the destination port as well.

The following types of destination NAT are supported:

 � Translation of the original destination IP address to an IP address from a user-
defined pool. This type of translation does not include Port Address Transla-
tion (PAT). If the original destination IP address range is larger than the ad-
dress range in the user-defined address pool, any untranslated packets are 
dropped.

 � Translation of the original destination IP address (and optional port number) 
to one specific IP address (and port number) from a user-defined pool.

The main configuration tasks for destination NAT are:

 � Configure a destination NAT address pool that aligns with your network and 
security requirements.

 � Configure destination NAT rules that align with your network and security re-
quirements.

 � Configure NAT proxy ARP entries for IP addresses in the same subnet of the 
ingress interface.

Configuring Destination NAT Rules
Remember that in Chapter 4 you already defined a destination NAT policy during 
the initial setup. Let’s check this policy and its components. On the SRX GUI, click 
on Configure/Security/NAT/Destination. The configuration screen in Figure 5.6 
appears:
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Figure 5.6 Destination NAT Configuration Screen

As you can see, there’s a policy named nsw_dstnat with several attributes defined. 
Let’s check each one of them. First, click on the Destination NAT Pool tab in Fig-
ure 5.6 and the 5.7 should appear: 

Figure 5.7 Destination NAT Pools

You can see there are two NAT Pools created, each one points to the Web Server 
(192.168.200.10), with the difference being the NAT’d port (80 and 443). Let’s 
select the first one (443) and then click on Edit. The details appear for this pool:
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Figure 5.8 Destination NAT Pool (443) details

It becomes clear that the Destination Pool refers to the IP address of the web server 
and its translated Port (443). Let’s check the other destination pool using the same 
steps: 

Figure 5.9 Destination NAT Pool (80) Details

As you can see, the only difference between the destination pools is the translated 
Port (80). This makes it easy for an administrator to enable PAT (Port Address 
Translation).

PAT allows several IP addresses to share a single address (in our case, the SRX 
Egress IP) by creating destination pools with different IP addresses and ports. Let’s 
review the first destination NAT rule (it should be named 0_Web_Server—
DMZ_443). Select the rule and click on Edit and the edit rule wizard dialog should 
appear as shown in Figure 5.10: 
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Figure 5.10 Destination NAT Rule Details

As you can see, many options are available, such as:

 � Source Address

 � Destination Address

 � Destination Port

 � Actions

 � No Destination NAT

 � Destination NAT with Pool

 � Utilization Thresholds

As mentioned previously, you are using the SRX external interface for destination 
NAT, and as this rule was defined during the initial setup wizard, no further chang-
es are necessary. 

Static NAT
Static NAT defines a one-to-one mapping from one IP subnet to another IP subnet. 
The mapping includes destination IP address translation in one direction and 
source IP address translation in the reverse direction. From the NAT device, the 
original destination address is the virtual host IP address, while the mapped-to ad-
dress is the real host IP address.

Static NAT allows connections to be originated from either side of the network, 
but translation is limited to one-to-one or between blocks of addresses of the same 
size.
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The main use case for this type of NAT is when you have a host on which you 
want to perform NAT and you want both inbound access to this host and out-
bound access to come from the same IP address. Often it is used in DMZ scenarios 
where you have enough IP addresses present that you don’t want to overload the 
public IP addresses, or if you want to simply hide the internal addressing scheme 
without overloading or multiplexing  the IP addresses.

The main configuration tasks for static NAT are:

 � Configure static NAT rules that align with your network and security require-
ments.

 � Configure NAT proxy ARP entries for IP addresses in the same subnet of the 
ingress interface.

Configuring Static NAT Rules
When administrators need to configure NAT (source, destination or static), they 
can use the NAT wizard to do it. For the static NAT wizard configuration, in the 
SRX GUI, go to Configure/Security/NAT/Static:  

Figure 5.11 Static NAT 

Click the Launch Wizard button in the upper right of the window:
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Figure 5.12 Static NAT Creation Wizard

Just follow the instructions in order to configure static NAT for your environment.

Proxy ARP
Proxy ARP is a useful feature that allows the SRX to respond to ARP requests in 
the following scenarios:

 � When addresses defined in the static NAT and source NAT pool are in the same 
subnet as that of the ingress interface (Source NAT and Static NAT scenario).

 � When addresses in the original destination address entry in the destination 
NAT rules are in the same subnet as that of the ingress interface (destination 
NAT scenario).

As an example, reference the following scenario illustrated in Figure 5.13: the SRX 
is an external IP address (1.1.1.1), but the administrator wants to enable a destina-
tion NAT for the webserver in the DMZ using a different public IP address 
(1.1.1.2). In this case, the SRX doesn’t have the 1.1.1.2 IP address configured on 
its interface and therefore it can’t respond on ARP requests for it. This is where 
Proxy ARP comes in.

Proxy ARP simply informs the interface to which it is applied to respond to incom-
ing ARP requests for IP addresses with its own interface MAC address so that the 
peer device will forward traffic destined to the NAT addresses to the firewall, 
which will handle the traffic properly.
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Figure 5.13 Proxy ARP Usage

Configuring Proxy ARP
To enable proxy ARP, navigate to Configure/Security/NAT/Proxy ARP/ND. Click 
on the + button and select the Proxy ARP option: 

Figure 5.14 Proxy ARP Configuration

Select the interface that will proxy the ARP requests (ge-0/0/3.0) in this scenario, 
and the IP address or range that will be proxied. Click on Add to include the IP 
addresses in the proxy ARP configuration. Click OK and commit when finished.



As discussed earlier, the SRX is a stateful firewall capable of controlling traffic in 
the network by inspecting source and destination addresses, ports, and protocols 
up to Layer 4 of the OSI model.

This works really well to protect networks and services against malicious users, 
but with the increasing sophistication of attacks and with the fact that the majority 
of the applications are now using standard ports like TCP 80 and 443 to run, 
there’s a need to also inspect the application layer (Layer 7) to identify and control 
applications and to detect and block attacks.

This is the place where a next-generation firewall (NGFW) comes into play. Lucky 
for us, the SRX can also be configured as a next-generation firewall. Even better, 
you, as the administrator have the power to choose on which rules you want to 
enable the Application Inspection capability and which ones you don’t.

This is a powerful capability as you can choose on where you want to focus your 
security with higher performance and low latency and where you want to focus on 
deep packet inspection to achieve application control, visibility, and advanced in-
spection against attacks.

SRX Next-Generation Firewall Features
The SRX, when configured as a next-generation firewall, will have the following 
features available:

 � Integrated User Firewall (UserFW):  Enforce security policies using user identi-
ties, rather than just IP addresses.

Chapter 6

Next-Generation Firewall
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 � Application Visibility and Control:  Enforce policies based on applications.

 � SSL Proxy:  Enforce security policies on encrypted SSL connections.

 � IPS:  Integrated Intrusion Prevention system.

This chapter covers Integrated User Firewall, Application Visibility and Control, 
and the SSL Forward Proxy. IPS will be covered later, in Chapter 8.

Understanding How Integrated User Firewall and AppSecure Works
An individual can connect to the network simultaneously using multiple devices, 
making it impractical to identify a user, an application, or a device by a group of 
statically allocated IP addresses and port numbers. To solve this problem, the SRX 
integrates with different sources of user identity information, like Microsoft Ac-
tive Directory, Microsoft Exchange Server, Pulse Secure UAC, and Aruba Clear-
Pass. It also uses an advanced pattern matching and heuristics application 
identification engine, called AppSecure, to recognize traffic at different network 
layers using characteristics other than port numbers.

The integrated user firewall feature enables the SRX to communicate with an Ac-
tive Directory server to obtain the user identity information. It retrieves user-to-IP 
address mappings from the Windows Active Directory to use in firewall policies as 
match criteria. This feature consists of the SRX Series polling the event log of the 
Active Directory controller to determine, by username and source IP address, who 
has logged in to the SRX Series device. Then the username and group information 
are queried from the LDAP service in the Active Directory controller. Once the 
SRX Series has the IP address, username, and group relationship information, it 
generates authentication entries. With the authentication entries, the SRX Series 
User FW module enforces user and group-based policies.

With more details, the SRX reads the Windows event log from the Active Direc-
tory controller and abstracts IP address-to-user mapping information. If the infor-
mation is not readable from the AD itself, the SDRX will probe the computer to 
try to obtain the information. 

The User Firewall process then correlates users to the groups to which they belong 
via the LDAP protocol in the Active Directory controller. Thus, the process has 
gathered enough information to generate authentication entries. Next, the firewall 
administrator references the authentication entries in user based security policies 
to control traffic.

NOTE  On larger Microsoft Active Directory environments with several 
forests and domain controllers, or situations where the information source is not 
based on Microsoft Active Directory, Juniper supports an agent-based authentica-
tion solution, called Juniper Identity Management Service, or JIMS. 
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MORE?  JIMS is free to use and its documentation is available from the Juniper 
TechLibrary: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/jims1.0.0/topics/
concept/jims-feature-descriptions.html .

AppSecure service modules are used to monitor and control traffic for tracking, 
prioritization, access control, detection, and prevention based on the application 
ID of the traffic.

The following modules are part of the AppSecure Engine:

 � AppTrack: Tracks and reports applications passing through the device.

 � AppFW: Enforces policies on flows based on the AppTrack information by us-
ing application-based rules.

 � AppQoS: Provides quality-of-service (QoS) prioritization based on application 
awareness.

 � AppRoute: Classifies sessions based on applications and applies the configured 
rules to reroute the traffic.

A very important aspect of AppSecure is that it doesn’t rely on protocols or ports 
to define what application is being used on a given flow. In fact, AppSecure lever-
ages a full application-level identification functionality providing in-depth and ef-
fective detection capabilities, even for evasive applications. AppSecure uses a 
protocol bundle that contains application signatures and parsing information. The 
identification is based on protocol parsing, decoding, and session management. 
The detection mechanism has its own data feed and constructs to identify 
applications.

The following features are supported in application identification:

 � Support for protocols and applications, including video streaming, peer-to-
peer communication, social networking, games, and messaging.

 � Identification of applications within applications (called Nested Applications).

 � Ability to distinguish actions launched within an application (such as login, 
browse, chat, and file transfer).

 � Support for all versions of protocols and application decoders and dynamic 
updates of decoders.

 � Support for encrypted and compressed traffic and complex tunneling proto-
cols.

 � Ability to identify all protocols from Layer 3 to Layer 7.

A great advantage of the AppSecure Application Identification Engine is that it is 
optimized in a way that results in very little impact on the SRX overall 

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/jims1.0.0/topics/concept/jims-feature-descriptions.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/jims1.0.0/topics/concept/jims-feature-descriptions.html
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performance. This is because, opposed to an IPS, AppSecure needs just a few pack-
ets of a flow to match most of the applications. Of course, some applications re-
quire more in-depth analysis, but the rule of thumb is that the majority of the 
applications are detected with just a few packets. Figure 6.1 illustrates the AppSe-
cure workflow.

Figure 6.1 AppSecure Workflow

As you can see in Figure 6.1, the AppSecure engine looks for packets in a flow until 
the application is identified. Once an application match is found, the information 
is saved in the application system cache (ASC) to expedite future identification 
processes, so from this moment on, as the SRX already knows the application in 
the flow, subsequent packets are matched just by the ASC.
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Application signatures identify an application based on protocol grammar analy-
sis in the first few packets of a session. If the application identification engine has 
not yet identified the application, it passes the packets and waits for more data.

The application identification module matches applications for both client-to-
server and server-to-client sessions.

Once the application is determined, AppSecure service modules can be configured 
to monitor and control traffic for tracking, prioritization, access control, and at-
tack detection and prevention.

Configuring Microsoft Active Directory Integration
The first step to enable next-generation firewall features is to integrate the SRX 
with an Active Directory domain controller. As a reference, the domain name used 
is dayone.lab.net and the Active Directory server has the IP address 
192.168.150.10.

NOTE Microsoft Active Directory installation and configuration is way beyond 
the scope of this book. Please check the official Microsoft documentation for 
support.

On J-Web, navigate to the Configure/Security/User Firewall/Active Directory, as 
shown in Figure 6.2, and then Click on Create Active Directory:

Figure 6.2 Active Directory Profile Configuration

The Create Active Directory profile screen appears:
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Figure 6.3 Active Directory Profile Configuration Details

Input the general information values, noted here:

 � On Demand Probe: Enable

 � Authentication Timeout: 0

 � WMI Timeout: 30

 � Invalid Authentication Timeout: 0

 � Firewall authentication Forced Timeout: 10

Click Next. 

Now you need to insert the Active Directory domain information. This is specific 
to your environment, so use the information below as a reference. In the domain 
settings, click on the + sign as in Figure 6.4: 

Figure 6.4 Active Directory Profile (Domain Settings)

The Add Domain Settings page will open as shown in Figure 6.5:
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Figure 6.5 Active Directory Profile (Domain Settings Details)

Using your domain-specific information, input the information below:

 � Domain Name: dayone.lab.net

 � Username: administrator (or a read-only user with domain administrator level 
permissions) 

 � Password: Your user password

 � Domain Controller: Server Name and IP address

 � User Group mapping: Usually, the same Domain Controller server (check with 
your AD admin)

 � Port: Usually, port 389 (check with your AD admin)

Scrolling down the page, you will be presented with additional information shown 
in Figure 6.6 that needs to be inserted:

 � Base DN: DC=dayone,DC=lab,DC=net

 � Username: Administrator (or other account with administrator level privileg-
es—the account can have read-only permissions)

 � Password: Your user password
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Figure 6.6 Active Directory Profile (Domain Settings details – cont.)

After you’re done, click OK. Review the configuration, and if everything is correct, 
click Finish.

You need to set up the LDAP access profile. On J-Web, navigate to Configure/Au-
thentication/Access Profile, as shown in Figure 6.7, and click on the + sign to cre-
ate an access profile:

Figure 6.7 Access Profile

The Create Access Profile page will open. Define a name for your Access Profile 
and select the authentication order shown in Figure 6.8: 
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Figure 6.8 Access Profile Settings

Under Authentication Type, select the LDAP tab and click on the + sign. Include 
the information related to your LDAP server and the source address the SRX will 
use to contact it: 

Figure 6.9 LDAP Server Connection Details

When you’re done, click OK and then, click Next.

In the LDAP Option portion of the configuration, you will need to include the 
LDAP search options, to input the Base DN and Interval:
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Figure 6.10 LDAP Options (Base DN Parameters)

Input the following:

 � Base Distinguished Name: CN=Users,DC=dayone,DC=lab,DC=net

 � Revert Interval: 60 seconds

Scroll down the page and under Additional Details select the Search and Admin 
Search options, to input the following information, modifying the specifics to your 
own environment:

 � Search Filter: sAMAccountName=

 � Distinguished Name: CN=Administrator,CN=Users,DC=dayone,DC=lab,DC
=net (adjust it to your environment)

 � Password: Your user password

Figure 6.11 – LDAP Options (Search Parameters)

Click Next. Review your information as shown in Figure 6.12, and if everything 
seems fine, click OK:
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Figure 6.12 Access Profile Review

Commit your configuration.

You can check the AD Server status from the CLI. In operational mode, use the 
show services user-identification active-directory-access domain-controller status 
command. A Connected status message should appear like the one in Figure 6.13:

Figure 6.13 Domain Controller Status

You can also check for authenticated users by using the show services user-identifi-
cation authentication-table authentication-source active-directory in operational 
CLI mode as shown in Figure 6.14:

Figure 6.14 AD Connected Users
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Configuring Application Visibility and Control

Now, let’s configure the SRX to identify and enforce applications. 

First, you need to download and install an application pack. The application pack 
is the signature database that AppSecure uses to identify applications.

On J-Web, navigate to Configure/Security/Applications/App Signatures and click 
the Download button: 

Figure 6.15 Application Signature Settings

Because you are executing a manual download, the system will present you with a 
few options, such as “download the latest signature pack” or  “download a spe-
cific package.” Select Latest and click OK: 

Figure 6.16 Application Signature Download

Check on the download status by clicking the Check Status button and selecting 
the Download Status option: 

Figure 6.17 Application Signature Download Status
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When the download is done, click on Download Status. You’ll get will a message 
similar to Figure 6.18: 

Figure 6.18 Application Signature Download Succeeded Message

Click on Install. When the installation is done, clicking on Install Status will pres-
ent a similar message to the screen in Figure 6.19: 

Figure 6.19 Application Signature Installation Status Message

If you want to enable automatic signature updates, click on Global Settings and 
select the Download Scheduler tab. You can define the update interval (hours) and 
the Start Time: 

Figure 6.20 Application Signature Automatic Download Settings

Check that everything is fine by navigating to Configure/Security/AppSecure/Ap-
plication Signatures and verifying that the Application Signatures are loaded as 
shown Figure 6.21. You can also perform searches for specific applications and 
sort the applications based on Name, Type, Category, Subcategory, Risk level, and 
Characteristics.
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Figure 6.21 AppSecure Application Signatures List

Now that you have the application signature database loaded, you can enable Ap-
plication Tracking. To do that, click on App Tracking, under Configure/Security/
AppSecure: 

Figure 6.22 Application Tracking Configuration

Click on Enable application tracking and select the Trust Zone as the tracking 
zone. Click on Apply.

Let’s create an application policy to block P2P applications.

On the Application Firewall page, click on the + sign. Name the Application Rule 
Set as Block_P2P and on Rules, under Selected Rule Set, click on the + sign. You 
are now adding rules to the application rule set. 
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NOTE  This may seem complex, but in fact, it’s a powerful tool. Once you get 
used to it you can add several rules and conditions to the rule set and once you 
reference it in a security policy, all of these conditions are evaluated all at once.

Let’s name the Rule as 1. As Rule Action, select Deny, and on the App Signature 
groups, select all the p2p related groups: 

Figure 6.23 Application Rule Configuration

Click OK and your rule set should be similar to the one shown in Figure 6.24: 

Figure 6.24 Application Firewall Rule Set
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So, basically, you created an application that will block all P2P related traffic and 
allow all the other apps. This is because application rule sets are based on the con-
cept of a default rule action that will permit, reject, or deny the traffic and an op-
posite action that will be applied to the applications in the rules. Now, all that 
remains is to invoke the AppFW rule set from a security policy.

NOTE Sometimes you will verify that an unknown application is displayed in the 
logs. The Junos UNKNOWN keyword is reserved for unknown dynamic applica-
tions. In the following cases, the application ID is set to Junos UNKNOWN:

 � The traffic does not match an application signature in the database.

 � The system encounters an error when identifying the application.

 � The session fails over to another device.

Let’s edit the All_Trust_Internet policy (Trust to Internet) by selecting the policy 
and clicking on the pencil (edit) button.

On Advanced Security, select the App FW Rule Set, Block_P2P, on the App Fire-
wall configuration: 

Figure 6.25 Enabling AppFW in a Security Policy

Click OK, save, and then commit your configuration.
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Enabling User Firewall
Let’s add a Source ID to the security policy, so the SRX can enforce policies on user 
identities instead of IP addresses only. To achieve this, edit the same security policy 
where you just enabled AppFW.

Click in User ID field, then add a new Source ID with the format domain\group, 
where group is the AD group of users that you want to manage: 

Figure 6.26 Adding a New Source ID to a Security Policy

Click OK, save, and commit the changes.

Configuring SSL Proxy
SSL proxy, in the context of the SRX, can be divided into two different categories:

 � SSL Forward Proxy:  The ability to inspect SSL traffic from an inside-out per-
spective – for example, internal users trying to connect to Internet services.

 � SSL Reverse Proxy: The ability to inspect SSL traffic from an outside-in per-
spective – for example, external users trying to connect to internal services.

The SRX supports both methods, but this book focuses only on the SSL forward 
proxy configuration. It’s also important to mention that if none of the advanced 
security services (AppFW, IDP, or AppTrack) are configured in a given security 
policy, then SSL proxy services are bypassed even if an SSL proxy profile is at-
tached to the firewall policy.

NOTE At the time this book was being written, not all SRX models supported 
SSL Proxy. Always check your specific model documentation for details. 
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SSL forward proxy configuration can be achieved from both the CLI and the GUI. 
As this is a one-time task, let’s execute it from a CLI perspective, because simply 
put, it’s faster and administrators can take advantage of that fact. 

First, let’s start by configuring a root CA (certificate authority) certificate. You can 
generate a SRX certificate or import one. Here, we will use the SRX to generate its 
own root CA.

From operational mode, generate a PKI public/private key pair for a local digital 
certificate by issuing the following command (this can take a while):

request security pki generate-key-pair certificate id (certificate-id name) size (2048) type rsa

From operation mode, define a self-signed certificate to your specific domain (use 
the command below as a template and adjust with your domain):

request security pki local-certificate generate-self-signed certificate-id (certificate id name) domain-
name dayone.lab.net subject DC=dayone.lab.net,CN=dayone,OU=Education add-ca-constraint

From configuration mode, apply the loaded certificate as root-ca in the SSL proxy 
profile:

set services ssl proxy profile (profile name) root-ca (certificate id name) 

Commit the configuration.

It’s time to configure the CA profile group. From operational mode, load the list of 
trusted CA certificates. You can use the pre-loaded list of root CAs on Junos, or 
import one of your preference.  Here, we’re using the Junos pre-loaded list. The 
command is:

request security pki ca-certificate ca-profile-group load ca-group-name root-ca filename default

After the root-ca list is loaded, from configuration mode, attach the CA profile 
group to the SSL proxy profile:

set services ssl proxy profile (profile name) trusted-ca all

Commit the configuration. This concludes the CLI part of the configuration. 

Now let’s customize the SSL Proxy using the GUI. On J-Web, navigate to Config-
ure/SSL Proxy, and select the SSL Proxy profile you just created. Click on Edit: 

Figure 6.27 SSL Proxy Profile
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In the Update SSL Proxy Profile page, on Preferred Cipher, select Medium, and on 
Trusted Certificated Authorities, click in the All option:

Figure 6.28 Edit the SSL Proxy Profile

Scrolling down the page, under Actions, click on the Ignore button in the Server 
Auth Failure option. For logging, select Errors and Sessions Dropped. On Renego-
tiation, select the Allow-secure option: 

Figure 6.29 Application Signature Download (cont.)

Review and save the SSL Proxy profile.
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Exporting the SRX Root CA
In order to have your browser or system automatically trust all certificates signed 
by the root CA configured in the SSL proxy profile, you must instruct your plat-
form or browser to trust the SRX CA root certificate. To do this, you need to load 
the SRX certificate into the client browsers.

NOTE  There are several ways to distribute and import the certificate into 
client browsers (AD Group Policies, PKI, scripts, etc.), but that task is beyond the 
scope of this book.

Here, let’s download the certificate from the SRX, so administrators can distribute 
it. Navigate to Administration/Certificate Management. Select the certificate gen-
erated previously and click on Download as shown in Figure 6.30: 

Figure 6.30 Certificate Management Screen

Enabling the SSL Proxy Profile in a Security Policy
Go back to your Trust to Internet security policy and add the SSL Proxy Profile on 
the Edit Advanced Security pane: 

 Figure 6.31 Enabling SSL Forward Proxy in a Security Policy

Click OK, save, and then commit your configuration.
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Configuring Captive Portal for Unauthenticated Users

The SRX can provide a captive portal to allow non-domain users or domain users 
on a non-domain machine to navigate upon authentication. The administrator 
specifies a captive portal to force the user to do firewall authentication. After the 
user enters their active directory name and password, the SRX gets firewall au-
thentication and user or group information from the Active Directory server and 
can enforce the user firewall policy to control the user accordingly. 

In addition to captive portal, if the IP address or user information is not available 
from the event log, the user can again log in to the Windows PC to generate an 
event log entry. Then the system generates the user’s authentication entry 
accordingly.

To configure a captive portal policy, create a new security policy. Then fill in the 
fields with the following information:

 � Policy Name: Unauthenticated_Users

 � Source Zone: Trust

 � Source Address: Trust_Network

 � Source Identity: unauthenticated-user and unknown-user (as detailed in Figure 
6.32):

Figure 6.32 Unauthenticated Users

 � Destination Zone: Internet

 � Destination Address: any

 � Application: any

 � Action: permit
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In the Rule Options in Figure 6.32, select the following:

 � Logging: Enable Log Init and Log Close

 � Authentication Type: User-firewall

 � Access Profile: AD (the profile created earlier)

 � Domain: dayone.lab.net (insert your domain info here)

 � Auth Only Browser: Enable (this will prevent the SRX from redirecting non-
web browser requests to the captive portal)

 � User Agent: Add user agent information here if you want to restrict the captive 
portal to specific user agents

Figure 6.33 Authentication Options

WARNING  Make sure the Unauthenticated policy is placed before any 
user-firewall policies.

Save and then commit. Now, users that are not authenticated will be presented 
with a captive portal when navigating over HTTP:

To enable captive portal over HTTPS, you need to add a SSL profile termination to 
the secure policy. To do this, go to the CLI and add the following commands:

set services ssl termination profile Unauthenticated server-certificate SRX

Add the SSL termination profile to the security policy with the following:
set security policies from-zone Trust to-zone Internet policy Unauthenticated then permit firewall-
authentication user-firewall ssl-termination-profile Unauthenticated
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Once committed, the following authentication screen will be presented to non-
authenticated users and once authenticated, they are allowed to navigate based on 
the next-generation firewall  policy matching the user identity: 

Figure 6.34 User Authentication Dialog

If the user fails to authenticate, Figure 6.35 will be displayed: 

Figure 6.35 Failed User Authentication



Unified threat management, or UTM, is the combination of multiple advanced se-
curity features in a single appliance designed to protect networks while simplifying 
their infrastructure. 

Traditionally, UTM combined network security, email security, and web security 
together in a single solution. Today, leading UTM solutions have also added ad-
vanced persistent threats detection, anti-botnet, and other security functions to 
their UTM.

This chapter covers basic UTM functionalities in the SRX, like Antivirus,  
Antispam, Content Filtering, and Web Filtering.

More advanced features like advanced persistent threat detection and anti-botnet 
will be discussed in Chapter 10.

Antivirus Overview
The SRX antivirus is a cloud-based antivirus solution. The virus pattern and mal-
ware database are located on external servers, thus there is no need to download 
and maintain large pattern databases on the SRX. The antivirus scanner also uses 
a local internal cache to maintain query responses from the external list server to 
improve lookup performance.

Because a significant amount of traffic processed by the Antivirus engine is HTTP 
based, Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) checking is used to effectively prevent 
malicious content from reaching the endpoint client or server. The following 
checks are performed for HTTP(S) traffic: URI lookup, true file type detection, and 
file checksum lookup. 

SRX antivirus engine supports the following application layer protocols: HTTP, 
HTTPS (using SSL-FP), FTP, SMTP, POP3, and IMAP.

Chapter 7

Unified Threat Management
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Configuring the Antivirus Profile
On the J-Web GUI open the path, Configure/Security/UTM/Antivirus, and then 
click on the + sign. You’ll get the Add profile screen shown in Figure 7.1. In the 
Main tab, name the AV profile according to your preference and fill the other pa-
rameters as shown: 

Figure 7.1 AV Profile Page

Next, configure the Fallback settings tab fields, using your own preferences: 

Figure 7.2 AV Fallback Options
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In the Notification options tab, define your custom message to alert users when a 
virus a found: 

Figure 7.3 AV Notification Options

Click on OK. This concludes the configuration of the AV profile.

Web Filtering Overview
SRX UTM Enhanced Web Filtering (EWF) is an integrated URL filtering solution 
that intercepts HTTP and HTTPS requests and sends the URL or the Server Name 
Identifier information (for HTTPS) to the URL filter cloud service 

The cloud service categorizes the URL into one of the predefined categories and 
also provides site reputation information. The cloud then returns the URL catego-
ry and the site reputation information to the device. The device determines if it can 
permit or block the request based on the information provided by the cloud.

It’s important to mention that the SRX supports the analysis of URLs even on 
HTTPS traffic without the need of having a SSL Forward Proxy enabled. 

This is achieved by intercepting HTTPS traffic passing through the SRX Series de-
vice and analyzing the Server Name Indication (SNI), which is an extension of the 
SSL/TLS header that carries the destination server’s hostname during the HTTPS 
client hello exchange. SRX uses this server name along with the destination IP ad-
dress to send the query for the web filtering service.
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NOTE Since only the server name is available during the handshake, you cannot 
block specific links within a website using this feature. Hence, you would have to 
deploy the SSL Forward Proxy if you want to perform a more granular filtering.

Configuring the Web Filtering Profile
On J-Web, go to Configure/Security/UTM/Web Filtering and click on the + sign to 
get a new Add profile page, and then name the EWF profile according to your pref-
erence and fill in the other parameters in the Main tab as shown in Figure 7.4. 
Make sure you selected the Juniper Enhanced option in the Profile Type: 

Figure 7.4 EWF Profile Page

Next, configure the fields in the Fallback options tab with your preferences . Leave 
the Site Reputation Actions tab alone for now: 

Figure 7.5 EWF Fallback Options
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In the URL category action list tab, select the categories you want to block. As an 
example, Figure 7.6 adds a few categories that should not be permitted on any reg-
ular corporate network: 

Figure 7.6 EWF URL Category List

Click on OK. 

This concludes the configuration of the EWF profile.

Content Filtering Overview
Content Filtering provides basic data loss prevention functionality. It blocks traffic 
based on MIME type, file extension, and protocol commands. You can also use 
the content filter module to block ActiveX, Java Applets, and other types of 
content. 

Configuring the Content Filtering Profile
Before setting up the content filtering profile, let’s create a custom object so you 
can block executables in the SRX.

First, go to Configure/Security/UTM/Custom Objects. Select the Filename Exten-
sion list tab and click on the + sign.

Create a File Extension profile called EXE and select the EXE extension, as you 
can see in Figure 7.7:
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Figure 7.7 CF Extension Page

Click OK. Go to the Content Filtering page and click on the + sign. On the Main 
tab, name the Content Filtering profile according to your preference and on the 
Block extension list, select the EXE option (the custom profile you just created). 
Under Block Content Types, select exe: 

Figure 7.8 FC Profile Page

NOTE You can also add a list of commands to block or permit, along with 
different MIME types, in the Custom Objects page.
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On the Notification options tab, create a message that will alert users about the 
content filtering policy in place: 

Figure 7.9 CF Notification Options

Click OK. This concludes the configuration of the CF profile.

Antispam Overview
Antispam filtering allows you to tag or block unwanted email traffic by scanning 
inbound and outbound SMTP email traffic. Antispam filtering allows you to use 
both a third-party server-based spam block list (SBL) and, optionally, to create 
your own local whitelists and blacklists for filtering against email messages.

The Antispam service tracks malicious or rogue SMTP servers and email spam ac-
counts and block or tags emails that match the blacklists.

Configuring the Antispam Profile
Follow the GUI path to Configure/Security/UTM/Antspam and click on the + sign 
to create a new anti-spam profile.

Just add a name to the new profile and define it if you are using the default reputa-
tion server and mark the default action of how do you want to handle emails con-
sidered to be spam.
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Figure 7.10 Antispam Profile Page

Click OK when you’re finished. This concludes the configuration of the antispam 
profile.

Configuring the UTM Policy and Attaching it to a Security Policy
Now that all the UTM services are configured, you just need to create a UTM poli-
cy that includes all the services and attach it to a firewall rule.

Go to Configure/Security/UTM/Policy and click on the + sign.

Click on the Launch Wizard button.

Name your UTM policy and the other parameters according to your preference: 

Figure 7.11 UTM Policy Wizard
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Click Next. In the Web Filtering profile page, select the profile you created earlier: 
 

Figure 7.12 UTM Policy Web Filtering Profile Definition

Do the same for the other profiles and when you’re done, click Finish. Go back to 
your Trust to Internet security policy and add the UTM policy on the Advanced 
Security pane as shown in 7.13:

Figure 7.13  Adding a UTM Policy to a Security Policy
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Enabling the UTM Services and Checking the Status

Finally, you just need to enable the cloud-based UTM services, so they can estab-
lish the connectivity with their respective cloud services.

To enable the anti-virus service, go to the Junos CLI, and in configuration mode, 
use the following command:

root@SRX-NGFW# set security utm feature-profile anti-virus type sophos-engine

To enable the web filtering service, use this command: 

root@SRX-NGFW# set security utm feature-profile web-filtering type juniper-enhanced 

Commit the configuration. You can check the services status for the web filter us-
ing the show security utm web-filtering status command:

Figure 7.14 UTM EWF Service Status

And for anti-virus status use the show security utm anti-virus status command:

Figure 7.15 UTM AV Service Status

NOTE You can also check the UTM services statistics in the J-Web GUI, under 
the path: Monitor/UTM.



An intrusion prevention system (IPS) is a network security technology that exam-
ines network traffic flows to detect and prevent exploits. Exploits are usually in the 
form of a malicious intrusion to a network service that allows attackers to gain 
control of an application or an operational system. This chapter covers the basics 
of an IPS and how to enable and configure it in the SRX Series.

Understanding the SRX Intrusion Prevention System
The SRX intrusion prevention systems engine inspects all packets from a given 
flow looking for exploits and malwares, up to the application layer.

To do this, the IPS engine relies on two methodologies:

 � Protocol Anomalies:  Developed by the Juniper Signature team, it is custom-
written code to ensure that traffic behaves to specifications (for example RFC, 
vendor specifications). A Protocol Anomaly method by definition protects 
against Zero Day attacks, looking for inputs that are not according to the pro-
tocol, service, or application specifications.

 � Signature-Based: The IPS engine uses stateful signature-based attack objects. 
The signatures are written to protect systems against vulnerabilities. The IPS 
engine checks every packet against all loaded signatures looking for a match. If 
one is found, then the IPS engine will act as configured.

Chapter 8

Intrusion Prevention Systems
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Attack objects can be composed of multiple signatures and protocol anomalies, 
including logical expressions between signatures for compound matching. This 
offers greater flexibility when creating signatures as match conditions that can be 
linked, reducing the chance of false positives.

Let’s take a closer look at how it works. 

In the following example, it is a simple IPS signature-based attack object that 
looks for executable files in an HTTP transaction and when matched, triggers a 
response from the IPS to close the session from the client side:

recommended-action close-client; 
severity major; 
attack-type { 
    chain { 
        scope transaction; 
        expression pattern01 or pattern02; 
        member pattern01 { 
            attack-type { 
                signature { 
                    context http-header; 
                    pattern  \[filename\]=.*\.\[exe\]; 
                    direction server-to-client; 
 
        member pattern02 { 
            attack-type { 
                signature { 
                    context http-get-url-parsed; 
                    pattern .*\.\[exe\]; 
                    direction client-to-server; 

Thinking about logical conditions, the following conditions should happen for 
this signature to be triggered:

 � Condition 1 – HTTP protocol;

 � Condition 2 – Client-to-server or server-to-client;

 � Condition 3 – HTTP header or GET URL;

 � Condition 4 – Filename ending with .exe.

It’s important to note that by the very action of inspecting all packets looking for 
patterns, conditions, and anomalies, IPS systems can affect the network device 
performance and they need to be used wisely, with laser focus.

The primary use case of an IPS is to protect exposed applications and services from 
non-trusted networks.

NOTE The SRX Series comes with thousands of pre-defined and validated 
signatures but administrators can also create their own, if desired or needed.
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How the IPS Policy Works
Similar to the firewall security policies, the IPS also has security policies that con-
trol the attack detection engine. IPS policy enables selective enforcement of various 
attack detection and prevention techniques on network traffic passing through the 
engine. 

At first, users can find it strange for the IPS engine to have its own policies apart 
from the firewall policies, but it makes sense for environments with separated 
teams that manage firewall and IPS, or devices with users with different roles. For 
example, an administrator can have permission only to manage firewall policies 
while other administrators can manage only the IPS piece.

This dual capability allows administrators to write very granular rules to match a 
section of traffic based on zones, networks, and applications. Administrators can 
then apply specific attack prevention techniques on that traffic, and take active or 
passive preventive actions. 

Figure 8.1 illustrates the structural view of an SRX IPS policy. It can consist of two 
types of rulebases – an IPS rulebase and an exempt rulebase: 

Figure 8.1 IPS Policy Conditions

A rulebase is a collection of rules and the SRX Series supports two types of 
rulebases:
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 � IPS rulebase: Traffic you want to match in a policy and perform inspection 
upon.

 � Exempt rulebase: Traffic you want to exclude from the IPS engine because you 
know they are false positives or because you want to exclude a specific source, 
destination, or source/destination pair from matching an IPS rule.

Rules contain configuration objects and are similar in structure to security policies 
because they use configuration objects to create match conditions and resulting 
actions. Once you create an IPS policy, then you reference it in a security policy, 
just like you did for AppFW or UTM. 

NOTE  Although many IPS policies might exist within the configuration, only 
one IPS policy is active on a SRX device at a given time. 

Getting Started with IPS
Based on this book’s reference topology in Figure 1.4, let’s enable an IPS policy to 
protect the web server in the DMZ against attacks coming from the Internet.

First, you need to load the signature database and policy templates.

On J-Web, go to Configure/Security/IPS/Signature Update. The steps are exactly 
the same as those when loading the AppSecure database, so they are not repro-
duced here – it’s a good time to practice your command of the GUI.

After you’re done, a screen similar to Figure 8.2 should appear in your IPS Signa-
ture Update screen: 

Figure 8.2 IPS Signature Status
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Now let’s create an IPS policy. When starting with IPS it’s a good idea to use Tem-
plates. Juniper Networks provides predefined policy templates that administrators 
can use as a starting point for creating their own policies. Each template is set of 
rules of a specific rulebase type that you can copy and then update according to 
your requirements.

Each policy template contains rules that use the default actions associated with the 
attack objects. You should customize these templates to work on your network by 
selecting your own source and destination addresses and choosing IPS actions that 
reflect your security needs. Table 8.1 lists the IPS template types and their 
descriptions. 

Table 8.1 SRX IPS Protection Templates

Template Name Description

Client-And-Server-
Protection

Designed to protect both clients and servers. To be used on high memory devices with 
2 GB or more of memory.

Client-And-Server-
Protection-1G

Designed to protect both clients and servers. To be used on all devices, including 
low-memory branch devices.

Client-Protection Designed to protect clients. To be used on high memory devices with 2 GB or more of 
memory.

Client-Protection-1G Designed to protect clients. To be used on all devices, including low-memory branch 
devices.

DMZ Services Protects a typical demilitarized zone (DMZ) environment.

DNS Server Protects Domain Name System (DNS) services.

File Server Protects file sharing services, such as Network File System (NFS), FTP, and others.

Getting Started Contains very open rules. Useful in controlled lab environments, but should not be 
deployed on heavy traffic live networks.

IDP Default Contains a good blend of security and performance.

Recommended Contains only the attack objects tagged as recommended by Juniper Networks. All 
rules have their Actions column set to take the recommended action for each attack 
object.

Server-Protection Designed to protect servers. To be used on high memory devices with 2 GB or more of 
memory.

Server-Protection-1G Designed to protect servers. To be used on all devices, including low-memory branch 
devices.

Web Server Protects HTTP servers from remote attacks. 
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To download the Templates, go to IPS/Policy, click on the Download button, and 
Select the Download Template option, shown in Figure 8.3:

Figure 8.3 Download Template Button

When the download is done, proceed with the Install.

After the installation is concluded, select the Load Template option (it can take a 
few minutes to load). After loading, your IPS Policy screen should look like  
Figure 8.4: 

Figure 8.4 IPS Policy List

For a basic installation, let’s work with a recommended template. Select it and 
click on Clone. Name the new template DMZ. Select the newly created template 
and click on Activate in Figure 8.4. You will notice that in Figure 8.5, the new Poli-
cy has a green icon and the status has changed to Active:

Figure 8.5 Active IPS Policy
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Customizing the IPS Rules and Attaching Them to a Security Policy
On Rulebase IPS, remove all the rules except TCP/IP, HTTP, and malware (remem-
ber that we only have a web server in our DMZ).

Select each rule, click on Edit, and under the Match tab, configure it with the items 
here:

 � Source Zone: Internet

 � Destination Zone: DMZ

 � Source Address: Any

 � Destination Address: Web Server (if you don’t have the Web_Server object, cre-
ate it now)

Figure 8.6 IPS Rule Configuration

Your rules should now look like Figure 8.7: 

Figure 8.7 IPS Policy Rules

Move on to the Configure/Security/Firewall Policy/Rules page, select your Internet 
to DMZ policy, and edit it.
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On the Advanced Security page, enable the IPS, as shown in Figure 8.8, then save 
and commit the configuration:

Figure 8.8 Enabling IPS in a Security Policy

NOTE  You created an IPS policy to protect traffic from the Internet against 
the DMZ, although this book recommends inspecting traffic from all networks 
against restricted zones. Keep in mind that careful planning and consideration is 
needed to configure the policies that will keep your network secure, avoid false-
positives or false-negatives, and will not affect the overall SRX performance.

You can monitor the IPS status using both the GUI and the CLI, as will be dis-
cussed in Monitoring in Chapter 13, but for now, let’s check it on the Junos CLI.
From operational mode, use the show security ips status command as shown in 
Figure 8.9:

Figure 8.9 IPS Status

As you can see, the IPS is up, it is analyzing packets, and the active IPS Policy is 
DMZ.



Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are trouble and headaches for network and secu-
rity engineers, grossly affecting business and critical services worldwide. From our 
viewpoint, they can be divided into two major groups – volumetric or application 
DoS attacks – each with its own characteristics and both needing to be addressed 
with a slightly different approach.

Volumetric attacks look to flood servers, systems, or networks with traffic in order 
to overwhelm the victim’s resources and make it difficult or impossible for legiti-
mate users to use them.

Application attacks look to overwhelm an application with requests that may or 
may not be legitimate, with the intent of keeping the target application unable to 
service valid users.

While it’s true that the SRX Series is not a DoS mitigation solution, it has several 
features designed to protect itself and the network behind it from several types of 
common DoS attacks.

Understanding SCREENS
The SRX Series provides various detection and defense mechanisms at the zone 
level that can protect against denial of service attacks, and SCREENS are a set of 
techniques that help protect the network against certain types of basic attacks and 
malicious traffic. It also saves precious system resources, because it is evaluated in 
the very early stages of the traffic processing sequence. 

In a nutshell, when SCREENS detect and block an attack, the SRX does not have 
to perform the follow up, and more intensive, processing. 

Chapter 9

Denial of Service (DoS) Attack Mitigation
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Configuring a SCREENS Policy and Attaching It to a Zone
In this example, you are going to configure a SCREENS policy to prevent bad traf-
fic from the Internet reaching your internal network.

On J-Web, go to Configure/Security/Objects/Zones/Screens. Click on the 
SCREENS list tab and click on the + sign to create a new SCREEN.

In the Main tab, give the SCREEN a name, here, Internet_Protection, and Enable 
Port Scan with a threshold of 1000: 

Figure 9.1 SCREEN Configuration

Next, on the Denial of Service tab, enable the SYN-ACK-ACK proxy protection: 

Figure 9.2 SCREEN (Denial of Service Protection Settings)
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On the Flood Defense tab, limit the sessions from the same source to 100, enable 
UPD flood protection and set the threshold to 100 packets, and enable the SYN 
flood protection, setting the attack threshold to 1000, the Alarm threshold to 800, 
the Source threshold to 80, and the Ager timeout to 30, as shown in Figure 9.3: 

Figure 9.3 SCREEN Flood Defense Settings

Let’s drill down a little on the SYN flood options in Figure 9.3. It’s important to 
understand in more detail as the SYN flood mechanisms are usually the most-used 
ones:

 � Alarm threshold: Number of proxied, half-complete, TCP connection requests 
per second before an alarm logs.

 � Attack threshold: Number of SYN requests per second required to trigger the 
SYN proxy response.

 � Source threshold: Number of SYN packets per second received from a single 
source.

 � Destination threshold: Number of SYN requests per second received for a sin-
gle destination.

 � Ager timeout: Maximum length of time before a half-completed connection 
drop from the queue.

Now, moving to Apply to Zones tab, attach the Internet_Protection SCREENS to 
the Internet Zone:
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Figure 9.4 Assigning the SCREEN to a Zone

Click OK and commit.

Configuring SYN Proxy and Session Table Aging 
The SRX has two methods that can be used to proxy a new TCP session and iden-
tify if it’s legitimate or not:

 � SYN Cookie: SYN Cookies work by the SRX replying to all initial SYN pack-
ets with a SYN/ACK packet that contains the original source, destination, and 
port numbers as an encrypted hash as the ISN (initial sequence number). The 
SRX then discards this information and the SYN is not placed into the session 
table. If the client responds with the proper recalculate ACK, then the session is 
rebuilt and the SRX allows it.

 � SYN Proxy: The standard RFC SYN proxy. It inspects sessions to validate if 
the proper handshake is executed, before allowing the session into the target 
server.

Let’s set up the SYN Proxy mechanism. In the CLI, on configuration mode, use the 
following command:

set security flow syn-flood-protection-mode syn-cookie

It’s also important to set a session table clean-up mechanism to avoid attacks de-
signed to fill a FW session table. So, let’s define the high-watermark – the SRX per-
forms aggressive session aging when the number of sessions in the session table 
exceeds the high-watermark threshold value – to 90.

While still in configuration mode use:
set security flow aging high-watermark 90

You also need to define the low-watermark – the SRX disables aggressive session 
aging and returns to normal, when the number of sessions in the session table goes 
below the low-watermark threshold.
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In configuration mode use:
set security flow aging low-watermark 70

Then commit your configuration.

You can always check the statistics of your SCREEN policy by using the show secu-
rity screen statistics zone Internet command, as shown with output in Figure 9.5: 

Figure 9.5 SCREEN Statistics

Indeed, it’s a useful command to help you tune your configuration.

NOTE  It’s very important to tune the SCREENS options to your specific environ-
ment. Knowing the characteristics of your protected services (session limits, per 
example) will help you to build more effective policies. 

TIP Also, it’s a good practice, while tuning the configuration, to use the 
alarm-without-drop option. With this option enabled, the SRX will count the 
packets that trigger a SCREEN policy but it won’t drop them. 



Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) are attacks designed to bypass traditional secu-
rity mechanisms, such as anti-virus and firewalls. They’re extremely hard to detect 
and once a device is infected, they’re also very hard remove.

The advanced part of an APT is related to all the sophisticated techniques used by 
hackers to hide malware from detection mechanisms, and, many times, it also re-
fers to extremely advanced exploit techniques and knowledge about target 
systems. 

The persistent part of APT describes the capability that any APT has to remain in 
an infected network, by using replication techniques and establishing a covert 
communication channel with a command and control server that is continuously 
sending commands to the agents and extracting data from the targets. 

And of course, the threat part indicates the very real risk and impact caused by the 
attack. 

Some defense mechanisms were created to support security professionals in fight-
ing APTs, such as sandboxes, advanced behavior and anomaly detection tools, 
next generation anti-virus, and others, but many of them still rely on static analysis 
and monitoring techniques, which simply fuels hackers to develop new and inven-
tive ways to bypass them.

Considering all of the above, Juniper Networks developed a new cloud-based ma-
chine learning solution, integrated it with the SRX, and designed it to learn and to 
adapt to new threat vectors. It’s called Sky Advanced Threat Prevention, or Sky 
ATP.

Chapter 10

Zero Day Attack Prevention (Anti-APT)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Command_and_control_(malware)
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Sky ATP Concepts

Sky ATP’s identification technology uses a range of techniques to quickly identify a 
threat and prevent an impending attack. These range from rapid cache lookups to 
identify known files, to dynamic analysis using unique deception techniques ap-
plied in a sandbox environment, tricking malware into activating and self-identify-
ing itself. 

Patented machine learning algorithms allow Sky APT to adapt and identify new 
malware in the ever-changing threat landscape, allowing the solution to identify 
zero day attacks and eliminate threats before an attacker infiltrates the network. 
Once a zero-day threat is identified, the malware’s signature is recorded in the 
lookup cache and widely propagated to stop similar attacks in the future.

If the malware is identified from inside the network, like a guest or roaming com-
puter, the SRX can quarantine the infected computer, keeping the malware from 
spreading into other networks.

Let’s take a closer look at how Sky ATP works:

1. A user in a protected zone receives an email with an attachment or downloads a 
file;

2. The SRX extracts the file and submits it to the Sky Cloud Service for analysis;

3. Sky ATP will initially compare the file against its cache database to verify if it’s 
known malware;

4. If the file is new to Sky ATP, the file will be submitted to multiple AV scan 
engines for analysis;

5. After the AV Scan phase, if the file is not identified as malware, it will be sent to 
the Static Analysis engine for sandboxing;

6.Finally, the file is submitted to the Dynamic Engine, which applies machine 
learning and deception techniques to trick the malware into activating and 
self-identifying.

The cloud analysis process (see Figure 10.1) can take up to seven minutes, and 
during that time Sky ATP updates the SRX with information in order to block the 
malware to be delivered to its intended target (if the file is found to be malware), 
or the SRX can quarantine the infected computer (in a situation where the com-
puter indicates other behaviors that indicate a compromised machine).

Sky ATP supports HTTP, HTTPS, SMTP, and IMAP protocols.
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Figure 10.1 Sky ATP Workflow

NOTE Juniper also extends its malware detection capabilities to on premise 
environments through another product, called Advanced Threat Prevention Appli-
ance. Juniper can also extend the enforcement capabilities to third-party devices 
(beyond the SRX Series), by using its Software Defined Secure Networks (SDSN) 
solution. Both topics are beyond the scope of this book, but if you are reading this 
book, that’s a sure indication you need to check the topics out at: https://www.
juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/.

IMPORTANT At the time this book was being written, not all SRX models 
supported Sky ATP. Please check your specific model documentation for details. 

Enrolling the SRX Series Into Sky ATP Cloud Service
As mentioned, Sky ATP uses a cloud-based service to identify advanced malwares. 
This also applies to Sky ATP management.

First, the user needs to authorize the SRX to access the Sky ATP preferred cloud 
(AMER, EMEA, or APAC). 

NOTE This is a process that must be done in conjunction with your Juniper 
account representative and requires a valid Sky ATP license. Also, it’s important to 
mention that Sky ATP supports a premium license, allowing customers to submit 
executable files.

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
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Second, you need to configure the SRX to run in enhanced services mode. This can 
only be done in the CLI, by issuing the following command in configuration mode:

set security forwarding-process enhanced-services-mode

WARNING After enabling enhanced mode, a reboot is required. Plan accordingly.

After the on-boarding and enabling enhanced mode are done, access your cloud of 
choice. In this example, it’s the AMER cloud but the steps are identical in all 
clouds.

Let’s get going. On J-Web, follow the path: Administration/Sky ATP Enrollment 
and click the Launch button shown in Figure 10.2: 

Figure 10.2 Sky ATP Launch Enrollment Button

A browser tab will open with a message similar to Figure 10.3. This is where you 
choose your cloud of choice, and click on GO: 

Figure 10.3 Select Your Geographic Region
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Now, you need to create a Sky ATP domain. On the Sky ATP login screen, click on 
Create a security realm in the lower left corner of Figure 10.4: 

Figure 10.4 Sky ATP Logon Screen

The message in Figure 10.5 will appear: 

Figure 10.5 Create Security Realm Warning

This means you need a valid Juniper credential to be able to continue. If you do 
not have it, contact your Juniper representative.

After logging in with a valid Juniper account, you will be presented with a wizard 
that will guide you in the process of setting up a security realm. First the wizard 
will ask for the security realm information:
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Figure 10.6  Security Realm Information

Next is your contact info (not shown here).

And finally, the administrator’s, or user’s credentials:

Figure 10.7 Create Security Realm Administrator

After you’re done, the system will redirect you to the management console. The 
Sky ATP GUI is very similar to J-Web (and Security Director) as they all use the 
same framework and workflows. The SKY ATP GUI is divided into the five tabs 
shown in Figure 10.8:
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 � Dashboard

 � Monitor – Events and Malware related information

 � Devices – Enroll, Disenroll, and Device status

 � Configure – Policies and Profiles

 � Administration

Figure 10.8 Sky ATP GUI Management Panels

You need to enroll the SRX into Sky ATP. Click on Devices. As you can see in Fig-
ure 10.9, there are no devices enrolled yet. Click on Enroll: 

Figure 10.9 Sky ATP Devices Management Screen

An enrollment screen will appear (each SRX will have its own script generated au-
tomatically) with a message explaining that the script needs to be executed on the 
SRX. Copy the whole line as shown in Figure 10.10:
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Figure 10.10 Copying the Enroll Script on SKY ATP GUI

Access the SRX J-Web GUI again and go to Administration/Sky ATP Enrollment. 
Paste the command, and click the Enroll button as shown in Figure 10.11: 

Figure 10.11 Executing the Enroll Script on SRX J-Web

The enrollment process takes several minutes to conclude. Once it’s done, the fol-
lowing message will appear: 

Figure 10.12 Enrollment Status

You should now be able to find the SRX Series in the Sky ATP management con-
sole, as in Figure 10.13:
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Figure 10.13 Device Discovered on SKY ATP Cloud

Configuring Sky ATP Threat Prevention Profile
Once the SRX is enrolled into the Sky ATP cloud service, you need to define a 
threat prevention profile. A threat prevention profile allows administrators to de-
fine which files to send to the cloud for inspection, to create a whitelist or blacklist 
of IPs and URLs, and to define what threat level is required for a device to be quar-
antined.  Table 10.1 lists the file types supported by Sky ATP:

Table 10.1 Sky ATP Supported File Types

Category Description Included File Types

Active media Flash and Silverlight applications .swf, .xap, .xbap

Archive Archive files .zip, .rar, .tar, .gzip

Code Source code .c, .cc, .cpp, .cxx, .h, .htt, .java

Config Configuration files .inf, .ini, .lnk, .reg, .plist

Document All document types except PDFs .chm, .doc, .docx, .dotx, .hta, .html, .pot, .ppa, .pps, 
.ppt, .pptsm, .pptx, .ps, .rtf, .rtf, .txt, .xlsx, .xml, .xsl, 
.xslt

Emerging threat A special category that includes 
known threat source file types

n/a

Executable Executable binaries .bin, .com, .dat, .exe, .msi, .msm, .mst

Java Java applications, archives, and 
libraries

.class, .ear, .jar, .war

Library Dynamic and static libraries and 
kernel modules

.a, .dll, .kext, .ko, .o, .so, ocx

Mobile Mobile applications for iOS and 
Android

.apk, .ipa

OS package OS specific update applications .deb, .dmg

Script Scripting files .bat, .js, .pl, .ps1, .py, .sct .sh, .tcl, .vbs, plsm, pyc, 
pyo

Portable document PDF, e-mail, and MBOX files .email, .mbox, .pdf, .pdfa
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To configure the threat prevention policy, go back to the Sky ATP Web UI, and 
then go to Configure/File Inspection profile. Click on the + sign.

Give the profile a name (in the example shown in Figure 10.14, it’s DayOne). For 
each supported file category, define if you want to disable scanning, scan up to the 
maximum size (32 MB max), or to only submit the file hash: 

Figure 10.14 File Inspection Profile

NOTE It’s important to remember that malwares are, by nature, very small in 
size. The majority of them are smaller than 1MB, and the largest go up to 10MB. 
This is because once a user hits an infected site or command-and-control server, 
the attacker wants to send as many malwares as possible, expecting that at least 
one will succeed in infecting a computer. This demands that malware be smaller in 
size, to avoid blocking or drawing too much attention to itself (from the user or 
from the network administrators). In this context, we can consider that 32MB is a 
very large file size and works in almost any environment.

Whitelists

Now let’s create a whitelist (in other words, source URLs or IPs that we don’t want 
to submit files to Sky ATP when receiving). Maneuver to Configure/Whitelists.
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Add Trusted servers and URLs whose received files you don’t want to inspect. In 
Figure 10.15, the DMZ Web Server was added and some trusted domains: 

Figure 10.15 Whitelists

To add an IP or URL, simply click on the + sign: 

Figure 10.16 Adding a Whitelist Object

Global Threat Level 

We need to set up a global threat level. This defines when Sky ATP needs to in-
struct the SRX, or a SDSN infrastructure, to quarantine a computer that reaches 
the defined threat level.

On the Sky ATP GUI, go to Configure/Global Configure. You can accept the de-
fault value or modify it to another value. Also, enable malware and host status 
logging:
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Figure 10.17 Global Threat Configuration

On the same page, add an email to be notified when an infected host is found. This 
book recommends adding an alias, so administrative groups can be notified, rather 
than just one individual. You can also define the threat level that will trigger an 
email notification: 

Figure 10.18 Email Notification

Configuring Sky ATP Intelligence Threat Feeds
Sky ATP also offers threat feeds that allow dynamic blocking of threats, based on 
several categories, such as command-and-control servers, malware distribution 
sites, phishing sites, bad reputation IPs, and others. You can also configure GeoIP 
feeds that will block traffic based on country code information.

To configure threat intelligence feeds on the Sky ATP Console, go to Configure/
Threat Intelligence Feeds. As shown in Figure 10.19, enable the important catego-
ries to your environment (to see details for each category, click on Go to feed site):
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Figure 10.19 Threat Intelligence Feeds

Configuring Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy and Attaching It to a Security 
Policy

Sky ATP Threat Prevention policy is configured at the SRX level. It instructs the 
firewall on what threat prevention policy it should use. However, Sky ATP Threat 
Prevention Policy was not available yet on J-Web at the time this book was being 
written, so let’s do it on the CLI.

NOTE Junos Space Security Director allows Sky ATP to be managed on premise, 
through the Policy Enforcer module.

To configure the Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy in the CLI, go into configura-
tion mode. 

First, you need to create a Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy, name it, and define 
the block threshold. The following command does all that (named dayone):

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone verdict-threshold 7

Next, you need to associate the threat prevention profile created earlier with the 
Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy. Use the following command:

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone http inspection-profile Dayone
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It’s useful to configure the policy to block any file if its returned verdict is greater 
than or equal to 7, and then create a log entry. To configure use this set command:

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone http action block notification log

When there is an error condition you can configure the policy to allow files to be 
downloaded, or block them and create a log entry. Here are the configurations:

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone fallback-options action permit 

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone fallback-options notification log

Let’s configure the system to create a log entry when attempting to download a file 
from a site listed in the blacklist or whitelist files:

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone blacklist-notification log 

set services advanced-anti-malware policy dayone whitelist-notification log

You need to attach the Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy to a security policy.

First let’s modify your Trust Zone to Internet Zone security policy (we’re calling it 
All_Trust_Internet in this book). You can easily search for it in operational mode 
with this show command: 

show configuration security policies from zone Trust to zone Internet

Once you define your security policy, attach the Sky ATP Threat Prevention Policy 
to it. The command should be like this:

set security policies from zone Trust to zone Internet policy All_Trust_Internet then action permit 
application-services advanced-anti-malware-policy dayone

Commit your configuration. You can check with a show command, with the com-
mand results showing in Figure 10.20: 

show services advanced-anti-malware status

Figure 10.20 Sky ATP Service Status
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Configuring Sky ATP Threat Intelligence Policy and Attaching It to a Security 
Policy

To create a Threat Intel feed profile and attach it to a security policy, configure the 
SRX Threat Intel profile. In this configuration example, the profile name is feed_
profile and threat levels 5 and above are blocked:

set services security-intelligence profile feed_profile category CC and set services security-
intelligence profile feed_profile rule 1 match threat-level [5 6 7 8 9 10] 

Configure the profile to drop connections above or equal to the threshold level and 
log them:

set services security-intelligence profile feed_profile rule 1 then action block drop and set services 
security-intelligence profile feed_profile rule 1 then log

Configure the default rule to permit traffic:
set services security-intelligence profile feed_profile default-rule then action permit

Verify your profile using the show services security-intelligence  command. 
Your output should look similar to Figure 10.21:

Figure 10.21 Threat Feed Service Status

You also need to create a profile for infected computers so the SRX can quarantine 
them when instructed to do so by Sky ATP. Configure the SRX Infected Hosts pro-
file. In this example, the profile name is ih_profile and threat levels 5 and above are 
blocked:

set services security-intelligence profile ih-profile category Infected-Hosts and
set services security-intelligence profile ih-profile rule 1 match threat-level [5 6 7 8 9 10]

Configure the profile to drop connections above or equal to the threshold level and 
log them:

set services security-intelligence profile ih-profile rule 1 then action block drop and set services 
security-intelligence profile ih-profile rule 1 then log

Next, configure your threat intel policy to point to the profile created above. In 
this example, the policy name is dayone: 

set services security-intelligence policy dayone CC feed_profile and set services security-intelligence 
policy dayone Infected-Hosts ih-profile
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Configure the security policy to include the Security-Intelligence dayone policy. 
Use the same Trust to Internet policy:

set security policies from-zone Trust to-zone Internet policy All_Trust_Internet then permit 
application-services security-intelligence-policy dayone

Commit the changes.

Monitoring Sky ATP and Responding to Threats
As mentioned, Sky ATP monitors and inspects email attachments and downloads 
to detect and block zero day threats and it also dynamically blocks communication 
with malware distribution and command-and-control servers, among other 
threats.

Once Sky ATP is active, administrators will have visibility into threats they could 
not see before, and this will eventually lead to the task of responding to those 
threats.

Let’s examine and tweak how Sky ATP allows administrators to monitor these 
threats and respond to them.

First, you can always check for statistics in the CLI. In operational mode, use the 
show services advanced-anti-malware statistics command shown in Figure 
10.22:

Figure 10.22 Sky ATP Statistics

As you can see, Sky ATP is doing its job, looking for malwares in sessions. You can 
also see that some files already meet threshold and were blocked. Let’s drill down 
on what happened.
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Okay, let’s log in to the Sky ATP GUI. In the Dashboard, right on the Top Com-
promised Hosts widget, you can see that the user bob on the device with IP address 
192.168.100.100 (the Trusted network), hit a malware with a Threat Level of 8. 
The machine was quarantined due to its triggering of the Global Threat level: 

Figure 10.23 Infected Hosts Widget

Because of that, the device is quarantined and there’s an urgent need to investigate 
this further. Click on the Host link bob@192.168.100.100.

You are taken to the Hosts page, and you can see right away that there’s a high 
threat level associated with this host, and the Investigate Status is open. You can 
also see that the actual policy recommended a blocking of the host:

Figure 10.24 Infected Hosts Widget

Scrolling down the Hosts page, you can see that this host also tried to download a 
lot of other malwares recently:
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Figure 10.25 Malware Hits

Before you continue your investigation, it’s important to highlight a few things. In 
Threat Settings, let’s change the Investigation Status to In Progress.

NOTE  You can decide to override the actual policy by choosing the Always 
include host in infected hosts feed; Use configured policy; or Never Include host in 
infected hosts feed options.  After the investigation is done, you can return it to the 
original option, if you want.  

Figure 10.26 Policy Override

Now, let’s investigate bob and his malware download attempts by clicking on the 
malicious file links shown in Figure 10.26.

You can see in Figure 10.27 the malware name, its category, how many times Sky 
ATP saw this malware before, unique users that tried to download it, protocol 
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vector used, and number of download attempts among other facts. You can also 
download the file for your own analysis and report this as a false positive and 
download the STIX report (in the upper right corner of Figure 10.27). 

WARNING  Make sure that if you download the file for internal analysis, that 
it is done in a safe and isolated environment. 

Figure 10.27 General Malware Details

Let’s check what the machine learning can tell us about this file by clicking on Be-
havior Analysis. Figure 10.28 displays all the behaviors found during the Sky ATP 
analysis and how much they affected the verdict value: 

Figure 10.28 Behavior Analysis
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You can also see the list of techniques the malware used to avoid detection in Fig-
ure 10.29: 

Figure 10.29 Behavior Analysis (cont.)

If you click on Behavior Details, in Figure 10.28’s Behavior Details tab, the trail of 
files and registry keys infected will be documented such as those in Figure 10.30: 

Figure 10.30 Behavior Details

It is clear that Sky ATP blocked the download of a very dangerous trojan with 
modern evasion detection techniques. The quarantine action seems like a very as-
sertive measure because, at this moment, you don’t know what triggered the 
download (another malware, a botnet, a phishing link, an unaware user trying to 
download an infected file by mistake, etc.).

In addition, you need to consider the possibility that the computer in question 
could have been infected while it was out of the corporate network and an onsite 
analysis seems appropriate. 
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After the security team solves the incident, the administrator can unblock the 
quarantined computer in the Sky ATP GUI. Go to Monitor/Hosts and under Inves-
tigation Status, at the bottom of Figure 10.31, select Fixed – Resolved: 

Figure 10.31 Threat Status Change

Now Bob and his computer can be allowed onto the network again without the 
risk of infecting the whole infrastructure.



A virtual private network (VPN) extends private networks across a public trans-
port network, such as the Internet. Yet it enables users to send and receive data and 
access applications and resources as if their devices were directly connected to the 
private network.

Applications and services running across a VPN may therefore benefit from the 
functionality, security, and management of the private network.

VPNs also extend clouds in a secure way, allowing virtual machines in a private 
cloud to communicate with counterparts deployed in a public cloud infrastructure, 
including tasks such as automation and orchestration.

Remote access VPNs also allow remote works to access internal resources easily 
and securely. 

The SRX offers a complete set of VPN functionalities, helping customers to estab-
lish static site-to-site VPN tunnels, full mesh dynamic VPN environments, and re-
mote access SSL VPNs, among others.

This chapter helps you set up route-based site-to-site VPNs and Remote Access 
SSL VPNs.

Chapter 11

Virtual Private Networks
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Understanding Route Based Site-to-Site IPsec VPNs
Let’s extend our book’s reference topology and include another network (let’s call 
it a branch network) as illustrated in Figure 11.1. This additional private network 
connects to the Internet using a firewall (in this case, another SRX, but other de-
vices from different vendors can establish IPsec tunnels with the SRX without is-
sues). 

Figure 11.1 Site-to-Site VPN Topology

Initially, both private networks are completely locked down from each other, sepa-
rated by the Internet (as you know, private networks cannot be routed over a pub-
lic network).

So, how can you establish communication between branch and HQ, allowing re-
mote users to share files and access resources and services in the HQ? The most 
common answer is IPsec.

IPsec is a framework of open standards for helping to ensure private, secure com-
munications over IP networks through the use of cryptographic security services. 
IPsec supports network-level data integrity, data confidentiality, data origin au-
thentication, and replay protection. Because IPsec is integrated at the Internet 
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layer (Layer 3), it provides security for almost all protocols in the TCP/IP suite, 
and because IPsec is applied transparently to applications, there is no need to con-
figure separate security for each application that uses TCP/IP.

This makes IPsec one of the most adopted solutions to provide secure communica-
tions between networks.

The SRX supports several VPN technologies:

 � Policy-based VPN

 � Route-based VPN

 � Group VPN

 � Auto VPN

 � Auto Discovery VPN

 � Remote Access IPsec VPN

 � Remote Access SSL VPN

This offers extreme flexibility to support a large range of environments with basic 
or complex requirements. The most common VPN deployments are policy- and 
route-based IPsec VPNs. Let’s see what the differences are between these two 
modes listed in Table 11.1.

Table 11.1 Policy-Based vs Route-Based VPNs

Policy-Based VPNs Route-Based VPNs

In policy-based VPNs, a tunnel is treated as an object 
that, together with source, destination, application, 
and action, constitutes a tunnel policy that permits 
VPN traffic.

In route-based VPNs, a policy does not specifically 
reference a VPN tunnel.

A tunnel policy specifically references a VPN tunnel 
by name.

A route determines which traffic is sent through the tunnel 
based on a destination IP address.

The number of policy-based VPN tunnels that you 
can create is limited by the number of tunnels that the 
device supports.

The number of route-based VPN tunnels that you create is 
limited by the number of st0 interfaces (for point-to-point 
VPNs) or the number of tunnels that the device supports, 
whichever is lower.

With a policy-based VPN, although you can create 
numerous tunnel policies referencing the same VPN 
tunnel, each tunnel policy pair creates an individual 
IPsec SA with the remote peer. Each SA counts as an 
individual VPN tunnel.

Because the route, not the policy, determines which traffic 
goes through the tunnel, multiple policies can be supported 
with a single SA or VPN.

In a policy-based VPN, the action must be permitted 
and must include a tunnel.

In a route-based VPN, the regulation of traffic is not 
coupled to the means of its delivery.
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The exchange of dynamic routing information is not 
supported in policy-based VPNs.

Route-based VPNs support the exchange of dynamic 
routing information through VPN tunnels. You can enable 
an instance of a dynamic routing protocol, such as OSPF, 
on an st0 interface that is bound to a VPN tunnel.

If you need more granularity than a route can provide 
to specify the traffic sent to a tunnel, using a 
policy-based VPN with security policies is the best 
choice.

Route-based VPNs use routes to specify the traffic sent to a 
tunnel; a policy does not specifically reference a VPN 
tunnel.

With a policy-based VPN tunnel, you can consider a 
tunnel as an element in the construction of a policy.

When the security device does a route lookup to find the 
interface through which it must send traffic to reach an 
address, it finds a route through a secure tunnel (st0) 
interface. With a route-based VPN tunnel, you can 
consider a tunnel as a means for delivering traffic, and can 
consider the policy as a method for either permitting or 
denying the delivery of that traffic.

Okay, so now let’s establish a route-based IPsec VPN between the branch and HQ 
firewalls to enable both remote private networks to communicate.

Configuring a Route Based Site-to-Site IPsec VPN
Establishing a VPN between peers requires some planning in advance between 
firewall administrators. Some key points need to be discussed and defined before 
starting the configuration, such as:

 � Security algorithms and keys.

 � Protocol mode, either transport or tunnel. SRX devices always use tunnel 
mode.

 � Key-management method, either manual key or AutoKey IKE. 

 � For inbound traffic, the SRX looks up the SA by using the following:

 � Destination IP address.

 � Security protocol, either AH or ESP

 � For outbound VPN traffic, the policy invokes the SA associated with the VPN 
tunnel and some items need to be defined:

 � Interface tunnel IP address

 � Traffic selectors

Now that all this is sorted out, it’s time to start configuring the VPN gateways!
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HQ SRX Configuration
On route-based VPNs, traffic is forwarded through the tunnel based on routing 
decisions, and as such, you need to have an internal tunnel to which you can point 
the VPN routes. It’s also important to attach this interface to a dedicated security 
zone so you can enforce the proper security policies.

Begin in the J-Web GUI and navigate to Configuration/Security/Objects/Zones/
Screens. Then create a new zone called VPN_Branch, as shown in Figure 11.2: 

Figure 11.2 Adding a New Security Zone for VPN Branch Traffic

Navigate to Configuration/Interfaces/Ports and select the st0 interface and then 
click Go: 

Figure 11.3 Adding a New st0 Logical Interface 

Click on the + sign and select Logical Interface. The Add logical interface settings 
appear, as shown in Figure 11.4. Configure it, changing the field values to reflect 
your own environment:
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Figure 11.4 Logical Interface Configuration

After completing the logical interface settings, navigate to Configuration/Security/
IPsec VPN. In the Global Settings section, enable the VPN Monitor Options. Use 
the values listed in Figure 11.5 as a reference for your own environment: 

Figure 11.5 VPN Global Settings

Save your settings, and now let’s start configuring the IKE (Phase 1) options. Navi-
gate to IPsec/IKE (Phase 1), and add a new policy.

As shown in Figure 11.6, name the policy, here, BranchGW_IKEPolicy, and define 
the VPN Mode as main. In the Proposal fields, let’s use Predefined and standard:
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Figure 11.6 IKE Policy Basic Settings

On the IKE Policy Options tab in Figure 11.7, let’s use a Pre Shared Key (certifi-
cates are also supported). Type your Pre Shared Key and click OK: 

Figure 11.7 IKE Policy Options

Let’s configure the IKE gateway. Navigate to IPsec/IKE to edit the gateway. 

In Figure 11.8, select the IKE Gateway tab, and fill in the fields. Name it as 
BranchGW and use the policy you just created in the last step. For the external 
interface, select the interface that is reachable for the remote VPN gateway (in our 
case, it’s the Internet-connected interface, ge-0/0/3.0).
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We need to set up the remote and local ID peers. Use the Remote Peer IP (1.1.1.2) 
and for the Local ID, let’s use the IP Address as the identity type and the interface 
address (1.1.1.1). Select IKE version v2 as the IKE version and enable IKE Frag-
mentation: 

Figure 11.8 IKE Gateway Basic Settings

NOTE Compared with IKEv1, IKEv2 simplifies the security association (SA) 
negotiation process. IKEv2 uses two exchanges (a total of four messages) to create 
an IKE SA and a pair of IPsec SAs. To create multiple pairs of IPsec SAs, only one 
additional exchange is needed for each additional pair of SAs, but before selecting 
IKEv2, check to see if the remote VPN gateway supports it.

On the IKE Gateway Options tab, enable Dead Peer Detection. Use the values in 
Figure 11.9 as a reference for your own lab or environment:
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Figure 11.9 IKE Gateway Options

Click OK and click on IKE Proposal. Name the proposal BranchGW, select the 
Authentication Algorithm as sha-256, Authentication Method as pre-shared-keys, 
and add a description for the IKE proposal. For the Diffie Helman Group, select 
group14. Select aes-256-cbc as the Encryption algorithm and for lifetime seconds, 
use 43200: 

Figure 11.10 IKE Proposal

Click OK and go to IPsec (Phase 2). Select IPsec Policy.  Name the new policy as 
BranchVPN_IPsec_Policy, add a Description, and select group14 for the Perfect 
Forward Secrecy (PFS). For a proposal, let’s use the pre-defined standard:
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Figure 11.11 IPsec Policy

Click OK. Now let’s create the IPsec (Phase 2) proposal. Add the IPsec (Phase 2) 
proposal, name it BranchGW_IPsecProposal, add a description for authentication 
algorithm, select hmac-sha-256-128, for the encryption algorithm, use aes-256-
cbc. Lifetime, use 43200 and protocol, select esp: 

Figure 11.12 IPsec (Phase 2) Proposal

Click OK. Select the VPN tab. Define the Remote Gateway as BranchGW (defined 
in the IKE Gateway step). Use the IPsec Policy defined earlier. Select the tunnel in-
terface you created for this VPN and for Establish Tunnels, select the immediately 
option:
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Figure 11.13 IPsec VPN

For the IPsec VPN Options tab, shown in Figure 11.13, enable the Traffic Selector 
option and add a traffic selector for each network pair you want to participate in 
this VPN. (At the start of this chapter, you and the other administrator discussed 
and traded connection information.)

In this book’s environment, the following traffic selectors are necessary:

LAN: Local Network (192.168.100.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.5.0/24)

SERVER: Local Network (192.168.150.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.5.0/24)

DMZ: Local Network (192.168.200.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.5.0/24) 

Figure 11.14 IPsec VPN Options
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NOTE  A traffic selector is an agreement between IKE peers to permit traffic 
through a tunnel if the traffic matches a specified pair of local and remote address-
es. With this feature, you can define a traffic selector within a specific route-based 
VPN, which can result in multiple Phase 2 IPsec SAs. Only traffic that conforms to 
a traffic selector is permitted through the associated SA. Traffic selectors automati-
cally install routes to the matching SA; this process is known as auto route inser-
tion (ARI). 

WARNING  Do not confuse a traffic selector with a security policy. You still 
need to configure the proper security policies to allow traffic.

The IPsec VPN configuration is concluded but we still need to add the security pol-
icies and enable the IKE service.

As discussed in Chapter 3, interfaces and zones only allow traffic that is specifi-
cally allowed in their direction.  As a result, you need to go back to Zone settings, 
select the Internet interface (ge-0/0/3), and enable the IKE service under it.

In the J-Web GUI, navigate to Configuration/Security/Objects/Zones/Screens. Se-
lect the Internet Zone and add the IKE service into your Host Inbound Traffic set-
tings as shown in Figure 11.15: 

Figure 11.15 Enabling IKE Service in the Internet Zone Interface

Let’s add the security policies.

The policies need to be configured according to your lab or environment. As a ref-
erence, the following security policies enable the VPN traffic between the Branch 
and HQ:
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 � Zone VPN Branch to Zone Trust

 � Source Address -> Remote Branch Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Destination Address -> Trust Network (192.168.100.0/24)

 � Services -> any

 � Action-> permit

 � Zone Trust to Zone VPN Branch

 � Source Address -> Trust Network (192.168.100.0/24) 

 � Destination Address -> Remote Branch Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Services -> any

 � Action-> permit

 � Zone VPN Branch to Zone Server

 � Source Address -> Remote Branch Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Destination Address -> Server Network (192.168.150.0/24)

 � Services -> any

 � Action-> permit, log

 � Zone VPN Branch to Zone DMZ

 � Source Address -> Remote Branch Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Destination Address -> DMZ Network (192.168.200.0/24)

 � Services -> http/https

 � Action-> permit, log

To diminish problems, it’s important to configure a maximum segment size in or-
der for the VPN traffic to be lower than the interface MTU. 

This is a value that will change from network to network, but a good starting 
point is configuring it to a value of 1350. This value can accommodate the IPsec 
header overhead and avoid fragmentation, and by consequence, packet loss and 
performance problems.

To configure the VPN maximum segment size (MSS), go to the CLI and in configu-
ration mode, issue the following set security flow tcp-mss IPsec-vpn mss 1350 
command. 

Commit the configuration. And that concludes the HQ VPN gateway 
configuration.
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Normally, the other VPN GW is managed by a different entity or team, but some-
times both gateways are under the same management team. This is our case, so we 
need to configure the remote branch SRX as well.

The configuration steps are the same, so follow along through the necessary steps, 
and we’ll illustrate them along the way, but won’t go into details. You should 
know exactly what is happening. 

Branch SRX Configuration
In the J-Web GUI, add a new security zone to control the VPN traffic coming from 
HQ: 

Figure 11.16 Configuring the HQ_VPN Zone

Add an interface tunnel and attach it to the security zone HQ_VPN: 

Figure 11.17 Adding an Interface Tunnel for HQ VPN
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Define the VPN Global settings: 

Figure 11.18 Configuring VPN Global Settings

Add an IKE policy: 

Figure 11.19 Adding an IKE Policy
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Configure the Pre Shared Key (same as the HQ SRX):  

Figure 11.20 IKE Policy Options

Configure the IKE Gateway: 

Figure 11.21 IKE Gateway Settings
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Set up the IKE Gateway Options: 

Figure 11.22 IKE Gateway Options

Define the IKE Proposal: 

Figure 11.23 IKE Proposal
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Configure the IPsec Policy: 

Figure 11.24 IPsec Policy

Configure the IPsec Proposal: 

Figure 11.25 IPsec Proposal
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Configure the IPsec VPN: 

Figure 11.26 IPsec VPN Settings

Configure the IPsec VPN Options. Enable the Traffic Selector option and add a 
traffic selector for each network pair you want to participate in this VPN.

In this book’s environment, the following traffic selectors are necessary:

LAN – Local Network (192.168.5.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.100.0/24)

SERVER - Local Network (192.168.5.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.150.0/24)

DMZ - Local Network (192.168.5.0/24) -> Remote Network (192.168.200.0/24) 

Figure 11.27 IPsec VPN Options
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Enable the IKE service in the proper zone or interface (in this case the interface ge-
0/0/1, that belongs to the Untrust zone). 

Figure 11.28 Enabling IKE Service in the Proper Zone/Interface

Add the security policies. The policies need to be configured according to your en-
vironment. As a reference, we added the following security policies to enable the 
VPN traffic between the HQ and the Branch:

 � Zone Trust to Zone VPN HQ

 � Source Address -> Trust Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Destination Address -> Trust HQ Network (192.168.100.0/24), Server 
Network (192.168.150.0/24), DMZ Network (192.168.200.0/24)

 � Services -> any

 � Action-> permit

 � Zone VPN HQ to Zone Trust

 � Source Address -> Trust HQ Network (192.168.100.0/24) 

 � Destination Address -> Trust Network (192.168.5.0/24)

 � Services -> any

 � Action-> permit

Go to the CLI and configure the TCP MSS by issuing this command: 
set security flow tcp-mss IPsec-vpn mss 1350

Commit the change.  And that concludes the Branch VPN SRX configuration.
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Monitoring a Site-to-Site IPsec VPN
The SRX offers both CLI and GUI methods to monitor the state of a VPN. Let’s 
take a look at a few commands.

First, it’s always important to check if the traffic selectors are correct.  To monitor 
the routes in the CLI, enter show routes while in operational mode.

As you can see in Figure 11.29, there are routes in the HQ-FW towards the 
192.168.5.0/24 network, pointing to the st0.0 interface, meaning that the VPN 
routing is correct:

ß

Figure 11.29 Visualizing the Routing Table

You can also monitor the VPN status. Let’s check the status of the Phase 1. On the 
CLI, in operational mode, enter the show security ike security-associations com-
mand. You can see in Figure 11.30 that Phase 1 is UP:

Figure 11.30 Visualizing Phase 1 Status
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You can also check for IPsec Phase 2 information. On the CLI, in operational 
mode, enter the show security ipse security-associations command. The output in 
Figure 11.31 shows that there are three active tunnels:

Figure 11.31 Visualizing Phase 2 Status

Let’s take a look at the IPsec statistics. On the CLI, in operational mode, enter the 
show security IPsec statistics command. Notice that in Figure 11.32 there are no 
errors or failures, and that the encrypted/decrypted counters show that there is 
traffic in both directions:

Figure 11.32 Visualizing IPsec Statistics
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You can also check the traffic selectors available for a specific interface tunnel. On 
the CLI, in operational mode, enter the show security IPsec traffic-selector inter-
face name st0.0 command. Notice that in Figure 11.33 there are three traffic selec-
tors configured and each one is pointing to a specific tunnel:

Figure 11.33 Traffic Selector information

You can also obtain most of this information in the GUI, as displayed in the next 
four figures, Figures 11.34 – 11.37:

Figure 11.34 Routing Information
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You can monitor the status of both Phase 1 and 2 in Monitor/IPsec VPN as shown 
in Figures 11.35, 11.36, and 11.37: 

Figure 11.35 IKE Monitoring

Figure 11.36 IPsec Monitoring
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Figure 11.37 IPsec Tunnel Monitoring

MORE?     Junos Space Security Director offers an enterprise level VPN monitoring 
solution that helps teams to visualize and identity VPN performance and issues. 
See https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/security-director/.

Understanding SSL Remote Access VPN
In many public hotspot environments, IPsec traffic is blocked while TCP connec-
tions over port 443 are normally allowed. 

For these environments, the SRX Series can support IPsec messages encapsulated 
within a TCP connection. This implementation is compatible with the third-party, 
Juniper NCP Exclusive Remote Access Client. 

Users running NCP Exclusive Remote Access Client software can establish SSL 
connections with SRX Series to exchange encapsulated IPsec traffic.

The patented NCP VPN Path Finder technology is a new remote access technology 
that removes a major constraint in communication within IPsec VPNs by allowing 
data connections from unknown networks, whose firewall settings deny IPsec 
communication, and only allowing Internet access to web browsers. 

The NCP’s Secure Client automatically recognizes when the VPN gateway is not 
available via IPsec. When this is the case, the client software automatically switch-
es to a modified mode (emulates HTTPS) and sets up an end-to-site tunnel to the 
main network. 

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/security-director/
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With this technology, highly secure VPN connections based on IPsec are possible 
even in hotel and public hotspot networks with restricted security access settings 
or in certain mobile communication networks. 

The advantage of this solution over traditional SSL-based VPNs is that the admin-
istrator maintains the corporate security policy based on IPsec. 

MORE?      NCP Exclusive Remote Access Client software is available for down-
load at https://www.ncp-e.com/ncp-exclusive-remote-access-client and in selected 
App Stores.

Configuring SSL Remote Access VPN for Local Authentication
As you should now know, the SRX Series supports several authentication mecha-
nisms, such as local database, remote authentication, and certificate-based authen-
tication. In this next tutorial, let’s configure the Remote Access clients to 
authenticate themselves against the SRX local database.

SRX Configuration

In the J-Web GUI, configure a new security zone. Let’s name it VPN_RA. Now cre-
ate a new logical tunnel interface, st0.1, as in Figure 11.38: 

Figure 11.38 Adding a Second Logical Tunnel Interface

In the Internet Zone or interface (where your clients will connect), open at least 
both IKE and TCP-ENCAP services, (you may need other services and protocols in 
your environment) as in Figure 11.39:

https://www.ncp-e.com/ncp-exclusive-remote-access-client
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Figure 11.39 Enabling TCP-ENCAP Service in the Internet Zone

WARNING You cannot add both HTTPS web-management and TCP-ENCAP 
services in the same interface or zone. In case you absolutely need to have both 
enabled over the same interface, change the HTTPS management port to another 
value.

Navigate to Configure/Network/DHCP Server and add another Address Pool for 
the Dynamic VPN clients. Figure 11.40 is using 192.168.50.0/24 as a network 
range: 

Figure 11.40 Remote VPN Clients Address Pool

You need to create an Access Profile to define how users are authenticated and the 
address pool they will use. Go to Configure/Authentication/Access Profiles and 
create a new one as shown in Figure 11.41, using the values below:

 � Access Profile Name: Dynamic_VPN_Access_Profile

 � Authentication Type: Password
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 � Create the VPN users and passwords for your own environment

 � Address Assignment: Dynamic_VPN_Pool (the address pool just created)

Figure 11.41 Remote VPN Access Profile

Now let’s define the VPN parameters. Navigate to Configure/Security/IPsec VPN/
Global Settings/ TCP-Encapsulation (NCP Path Finder technology). Add a new 
TCP Encapsulation with a profile name (here NCP) and with Syslogs enabled: 

Figure 11.42 TCP Encapsulation

On Configure/Security/IPsec VPN/IKE, create a new IKE Proposal for the Remote 
Access VPN using the following field information for Figure 11.43:

 � Authentication algorithm: sha256

 � Authentication method: pre-shared-keys

 � Diffie Hellman Group: group19

 � Encryption algorithm: aes-256-cbc

 � Lifetime: 28800
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Figure 11.43 Remote VPN IKE Proposal Settings

Now create a new IKE Policy for the Remote Access VPN using the following field 
information in Figure 11.44:

 � Connection Mode: aggressive

 � Proposal: User Defined: Dynamic_VPN_IKE_Proposal (the one created in the 
preceding step)

Figure 11.44 Remote VPN IKE Policy Settings
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In the IKE Policy Options tab create an ASCII-text pre-shared key. Go to IKE 
Gateway and configure it, as below:

 � Policy: Dynamic_VPN_IKE_Policy (the policy we created in the step above)

 � External interface: ge-0/0/3.0 (or another interface you have defined)

 � Remote Access VPN Mode

 � Connections limit: 10

 � IKE user type: shared-ike-id

 � Identity type: Email address

 � Email Address: email@dayone.lab.net (use an equivalent for your domain)

 � IKE Version: v1-only

Figure 11.45 Remote VPN IKE Gateway Settings

In the IKE Gateway Options tab shown in Figure 11.46, define the following:

 � AAA: Dynamic_VPN_Access

 � TCP Encap Profile: NCP
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Figure 11.46 Remote VPN IKE Gateway Options

Now let’s configure the IPsec options. Navigate to Configure/Security/IPsec VPN/
IPsec, and create a new IPsec Proposal as in Figure 11.47, and populate the fields 
with the following:

 � Name: Dynamic_VPN_IPsec_Proposal

 � Encryption algorithm: aes-256-gcm

 � Protocol: esp

Figure 11.47 Remote VPN IPsec Proposal
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Now let’s add a new IPsec Policy:

 � Name: Dynamic_VPN_IPsec_Policy

 � Perfect Forward Secrec: group19

 � Proposal: Dynamic_VPN_IPsec_Proposal

Figure 11.48 Remote VPN IPsec Policy

And add a new IPsec VPN:

 � Remote Gateway: Dynamic_VPN_IKE_GW

 � IPsec Policy: Dynamic_VPN_IPsec_Policy

 � Bind to tunnel interface – st0.1

Figure 11.49 Remote VPN IPsec VPN
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Click in the IPsec VPN Options tab, and then define a new traffic selector: Split_
Tunnel; Local Network: (192.168.150.0/24); and Remote Network: (0.0.0.0/0): 

Figure 11.50 Remote VPN Traffic Selector

NOTE You are adding a traffic selector only for the server network. Add others as 
you see fit. If you decide to not add a traffic selector, then the VPN client will be 
dedicated (no split tunneling).

You need to add a security policy to allow traffic from the Remote Access VPN to 
the Server Network. So let’s create the following security policy, Zone VPN RA to 
Zone Server, with the following attributes:

 � Source Address -> Remote Access Network: 192.168.50.0/24

 � Destination Address -> Server Network: 192.168.150.0/24

 � Services: any

 � Action: permit, log

This concludes the SRX configuration.

NCP VPN Client Configuration
For the NCP VPN client, we’re using Windows OS but the steps are the same for 
other VPN clients as well.

After downloading and installing the VPN client application, open the client and 
click on Configuration/Profiles. Create a new profile with the following informa-
tion as shown in Figure 11.51:

 � Profile Name: SRX

 � Tunnel Endpoint: 1.1.1.1 (change it accordingly for your environment – FQDN 
are also valid)

 � Protocol: Aggressive (IKEv1)
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 � Username/password: the user/password you created in the SRX

 � Pre-shared key: use the pre-shared key you created in the SRX

Figure 11.51 NCP Client Profile Standard Configuration 

Click on IPsec in the left column. For IKEv1, configure the following parameters:

 � IKE DH Group: DH19

 � IKE ID Type: U-FQDN

 � IKE ID: email@dayone.lab.net (use the value you configured on your IKE GW 
settings)

Figure 11.52 NCP Client Profile IKEv1 Configuration 

Click on the Policy Editor button in Figure 11.52:
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In Figure 11.53, remove any default options and create a new one. Let’s name it 
SRX_RA and use the following values:

 � Authentication: Pre-shared key

 � Encryption: AES 256 Bit

 � Hash: SHA2 256 Bit

Click OK: 

Figure 11.53 NCP Client Profile IKE Policy Editor

Click on IPsec in the left column and for PFS Group choose DH19 as in Figure 
11.54: 

Figure 11.54 NCP Client Profile IPsec Configuration

Click on the Policy Editor button.
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Remove the default options and create a new one as in Figure 11.55, named: SRX_
RA. Use the following values:

 � Protocol: ESP

 � Encryption: AES-GCM 256 bit

Figure 11.55 NCP Client Profile IPsec Policy Editor

Go back to the main window, click on Split Tunneling in the left hand column, and 
configure a traffic selector for the server network with the following data:

 � Remote Network: 192.168.150.0

 � Network IP Net Mask: 255.255.255.0

Figure 11.56 NCP Client Profile Split Tunneling Options
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In the main window, click on Connection, and add the DNS Server 
(192.168.150.10 in this book’s lab) as shown in Figure 11.57: 

Figure 11.57 NCP Client Profile Connection Options

Save the configuration and then click on Configuration/Firewall. If the firewall is 
enabled, make sure that the Permit IPsec protocol option is enabled as shown in 
Figure 11.58: 

Figure 11.58 NCP Client Firewall Options

Save the configuration. 
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On the NCP client main screen, click on Connect and the connection should estab-
lish, as in Figure 11.59: 

Figure 11.59 NCP Client VPN Established

You can check the VPN details by clicking on Connection/Connection info, as 
shown in Figure 11.60: 

Figure 11.60 NCP Client VPN Connection Details

This process will allow you to run the VPN client for 30 days, after which the cli-
ent licenses need to be installed. Client licenses are loaded in the NCP Manage-
ment Console, which also offers a centralized way to configure both VPN and 
firewall policies for multiple clients. 

NOTE  The NCP Server Management configuration is beyond the scope of 
this book.



The SRX Series allows a user to store events locally and to forward events to an 
external location, such as Junos Space Security Director, Juniper Security Analyt-
ics, or other third-party solutions. You can store logs locally and forward them to 
an external solution simultaneously.

Having on-box log visibility helps teams that cannot have a large-scale solution, 
such as Junos Space Security Director, to easily monitor and troubleshoot security 
events and have visibility over the Layer 7 traffic.

This chapter explores how to enable on-box logging and reporting and how to vi-
sualize and sort through events.

Configuring On-box Logging and Reporting
So far, you have enabled logging in a few security policies, but as you haven’t 
logged local (on-box) or forwarding (external destinations) yet, you actually 
haven’t logged any data just yet.

To enable on-box logging, go to the J-Web GUI and navigate to Monitor/Events/
All events. The message in Figure 12.1 will be displayed: 

Figure 12.1 Traffic Logging Warning
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Click on the Enable Logging button. You will be taken to the logging configura-
tion screen. To configure on-box logging, configure the following parameters:

 � Logging Type: Stream Mode

 � Enable the Traffic Logs option

 � Format: sd-syslog

Figure 12.2 Log Configuration

Click OK. A warning message will be displayed stating that no external syslog is 
configured. Just ignore it and commit your configuration.

Event Search
Now let’s go back to Monitor/Events/All Events.  As you can see in Figure 12.3, 
there are events being logged in the SRX: 

Figure 12.3 Security Events Panel
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Let’s look into these in more detail. In the left panel, you can see that events are 
classified according to their criteria (Figure 12.4). This means you can look at all 
events, or click on the pre-defined views and have them pre-sorted for you: 

=

Figure 12.4 Security Events Panel

In the All Events Panel, click the Detailed View button. And, as shown in Figure 
12.5, the security events are displayed with more details:

Figure 12.5 Detailed View
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Let’s query a specific event. On the left side, click on the query fields and select IPS, 
as shown in Figure 12.6:  

Figure 12.6 Search Options

You can refine your search by adding a destination IP address and then clicking in 
the Go button, as shown in Figure 12.7. In this book’s lab, we’re adding the IP 
192.168.200.10 (the lab’s web server). 

TIP   You can also concatenate more search items by using the operators ( && ) 
or the pipe ( | ).  

Figure 12.7 Search Parameters
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Click on one of the events and look for details as shown in Figure 12.8. You can 
have all the parsed information about the event: 

Figure 12.8 Event Details

Drill down into one of the security event categories.

Click on Events /Web Filtering. You are presented with a dashboard with informa-
tion related to the specific category you are looking at. The same applies for all the 
other categories: 

Figure 12.9 Web Filtering Dashboard
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Click on Detailed View, and you will be presented with only web filter-related 
events, as you can see in Figure 12.10. You can now search specific event filters: 

Figure 12.10 Web Filtering Events

Application and User Visibility
Additional interesting features  are the Application and User Visibility panels. 
They allow administrators a quick view of what applications are consuming the 
network and the top user IPs.

Click on the Monitor/Applications panel. You can select among bubble or grid 
view. In Figure 12.11 you can see the grid view: 

Figure 12.11 Application Visibility

The grid view allows you to identify applications, volume used, sessions related, 
AppFW drops, and users’ IPs using the application.
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In bubble view, rolling your mouse over an application also allows you to view the 
same information, as in Figure 12.12: 

Figure 12.12 Application Usage Details

Now, click on the Monitor/Users panel.

You have the same view, but in Figure 12.13, it’s from the user/IP perspective. You 
can see which users or which IP addresses are consuming bandwidth or sessions, 
and view which applications are used by those users and IPs: 

Figure 12.13 User Visibility 
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If you select a specific IP or username, such as bob in Figure 12.14, then you will 
be able to visualize the applications most used, and the bandwidth or sessions con-
sumed: 

Figure 12.14 User Visibility Details

Firewall Hit Counters
Another interesting information source available to you is the Hit Counter. Select-
ing a firewall rule will present you with the Hit Count column.  It displays the 
number of session hits of a given policy such as in Figure 12.15: 

Figure 12.15 Firewall Hit Counters 
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Reports
The SRX Series allows you to generate pre-defined reports and offers some basic 
customization options.

Click on Reports, and a list of available reports will appear: 

Figure 12.16 List of Pre-Defined Reports

Select one of the reports and click on Generate report. Customize the report name, 
add a Description, and the number of Top Events you want to be displayed as 
shown in Figure 12.17: 

Figure 12.17 Report Customization
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MORE?  If you need customizable reports, or reports that are not available in 
the on-box version, Juniper offers Junos Space Security Director and Secure 
Analytics. Both products have full report customization capabilities. See https://
www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/.

The SRX can generate reports and download them to your computer. You can see 
some examples in Figure 12.18 and Figure 12.19: 

Figure 12.18 Application and User Visibility Report Screenshot Example

Figure 12.19 Application and User Visibility Report Screenshot Example (cont.)

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/


The SRX Series, as does any other networking device, requires management. Tasks 
like managing users, monitoring the device performance and health, configuration 
backup and restore, and OS upgrades are common for security administrators. 
This chapter covers the most common tasks a SRX administrator needs to execute.

Managing Users
Junos OS supports local and external user authentication methods, such as local 
passwords, Radius, and TACACs+ servers.

On large networks, administrators rely on a centralized system to manage all ac-
counts and roles. On others, local users are enough.

This section explains how to create a local user.

On J-Web, go to Configure/Basic Settings/User Management. Click on the pencil 
icon. In the Users tab, click on Add. And on Add user, define the following 
parameters:

 � Username

 � User Id

 � Full name

 � Password

 � Login Class
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Figure 13.1 Adding Users to the SRX

With login classes, administrators can enforce the following:

 � Access privileges that users have when they are logged in to the router or 
switch.

 � Commands and statements that users can and cannot specify.

 � How long a log in session can be idle before it times out and the user is logged 
out.

Junos has four predefined user accounts that cannot be renamed or modified: op-
erator, read-only, super-user, and unauthorized. 

A class is a container of permissions that defines allowed/denied commands and 
configuration options. 

Setting Up a Rescue Configuration
Sometimes, things can go wrong. In situations where you inadvertently commit a 
configuration that denies management access to the SRX or breaks some configu-
ration that impacts the whole network, the rescue configuration comes in handy. 

The rescue configuration is a configuration that restores the SRX to a state where 
the critical services are properly running and/or management access is restored. 
From there, you can restore a backup or have time to perform the proper analysis.

To set up the rescue configuration navigate to Administration/Config Manage-
ment/Rescue. Click on Set rescue configuration as shown in Figure 13.2:
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Figure 13.2 Enabling the Rescue Configuration

Next, click OK on the confirmation page: 

Figure 13.3 Confirm Rescue Configuration

IMPORTANT    When enabling the rescue configuration, your active configura-
tion is used. Make sure you enable it once the critical functions of the device are 
configured and management access is granted.

To activate the Rescue configuration – in case you’re unable to access the SRX – at 
any moment, press and immediately release the Reset Config button on the chassis 
to cause the device to load and commit the rescue configuration. The Reset Config 
button is recessed to prevent it from being pressed accidentally. You will need to 
insert a small probe (for example, a straightened paper clip) to press the button.

Backup/Restore Configuration
It’s very important to have a method of backing up and restoring the SRX configu-
ration, just in case. There are several ways this can be achieved in Junos, via 
scripts, automation tools, or manually. One of the great options that the SRX Se-
ries provides is allowing administrators to execute an automated backup every 
time they commit a configuration.

To do this, go to the CLI and execute the following command in configuration 
mode:

set system archival configuration transfer-on-commit archive-sites sftp://user:password@sftp_server_ip
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The command specifies:

 � User: the SFTP server user with proper permissions

 � Password: User password

 � STFP Server IP: the IP address of the SFTP server

On the GUI, you can manually back up or restore a configuration. To do this, go 
to Administration/Configuration Management/History and select the desired con-
figuration and click on Download, as shown in Figure 13.4: 

Figure 13.4 Download a Configuration

If you are unsure which configuration you should download, you can always com-
pare them. Select any two configurations and click on the Compare button. Now 
you can visualize their differences as in Figure 13.5: 

Figure 13.5 Comparing Configurations
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To restore a configuration, go to Administration/Configuration Management/Up-
load and select the configuration that needs to be uploaded, click the Upload and 
Commit button shown in Figure 13.6: 

Figure 13.6 Restoring a Configuration

Configuring SNMP
Monitoring the SRX is a very important task. One of the traditional ways of doing 
this is to use the SNMP protocol to obtain performance and health visibility about 
your device.

Here’s the procedure to configure SNMP. First navigate to Configuration/Basic/
Settings/SNMP, and start by inserting the device information as shown in Figure 
13.7. You can type only the information that makes sense to your environment, 
but it’s wise to include at least the contact information, system description, and 
location: 

Figure 13.7 SNMP Identification

Let’s now create a SNMP community. 
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Under Communities click on the Add link. Define a community name and authori-
zation level as in Figure 13.8: 

Figure 13.8 SNMP Community Configuration

Now, let’s add a SNMP Trap group, where the SRX will be sending messages. 
Click on Configuration/Basic Settings/SNMP. Add a new Trap Group. Create a 
new Group Name, SNMP-Server. Now add the following traps (add others as 
needed):

 � Authentication

 � Chassis

 � Configuration

 � Link

Finally, add a Target Server IP (here, 192.168.150.10) as shown in Figure 13.9: 

Figure 13.9 SNMP Community Configuration

NOTE You can add other SNMP targets and send specific traps to each target.
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Figure 13.10 is an example of a SNMP system configured to receive traps from the 
SRX: 

Figure 13.10 Enterprise-Grade SNMP Monitoring System Displaying SRX Statistics

MORE?  You need to load the proper Juniper MIBs in your SNMP monitoring 
system for a proper parser and correct process to occur. Loading MIB files in a 
third-party system is beyond the scope of this book but you can get more instruc-
tion here: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/task/
operational/mib-loadng-to-nms-junos-nm.html.

SRX Health Monitoring
Health monitoring is an SNMP feature that extends the RMON alarm infrastruc-
ture to provide monitoring for a predefined set of objects (such as file system us-
age, CPU usage, and memory usage) for Junos processes.

You can also configure health monitor parameters such as a falling threshold, a 
rising threshold, and an interval. If the value of a monitored object exceeds the ris-
ing or falling threshold, an alarm is triggered and an event may be logged.

The falling threshold is the lower threshold for the monitored object instance. The 
rising threshold is the upper threshold for the monitored object instance. Each 
threshold is expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible value. The inter-
val represents the period of time, in seconds, over which the object instance is sam-
pled and compared with the rising and falling thresholds.

https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/task/operational/mib-loadng-to-nms-junos-nm.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/task/operational/mib-loadng-to-nms-junos-nm.html
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Events are only generated when a threshold is first crossed in any one direction, 
rather than after each sample interval. For example, if a rising threshold alarm, 
along with its corresponding event, is raised, no more threshold crossing events 
occur until a corresponding falling alarm occurs.

To configure Health Monitoring, simply go to Configure/Basic Settings/SNMP and 
define the thresholds in the Health Monitoring area as shown in Figure 13.11: 

Figure 13.11 SNMP Community Configuration

You can visualize the results using the operational show snmp health-monitor 
command. The snippet shown in Figure 13.12 provides an example of a situation 
where a routing engine CPU has crossed the thresholds:

Figure 13.12 Health Monitoring Alarms

SRX Performance Monitoring
The SRX Series also includes important performance monitoring commands that 
can be visualized in the CLI, (operational mode) as shown in Table 13.1.

Table 13.1 Key Performance Monitoring Commands

Firewall (dataplane SPU performance) show security monitoring performance spu

Firewall (networking sessions) show security monitoring performance session
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Firewall (performance per FPC) (On most of the 
SRX Branch platforms, the FPC slot is 0.)

show security monitoring fpc slot 

Firewall (UTM sessions) show security utm session

Firewall (UTM Anti-Virus) show security utm anti-virus statistics

Firewall (UTM Web-Filtering) show security utm anti-virus statistics

Firewall (UTM Content-Filtering) show security utm content-filtering statistics

Firewall (UTM Anti-Spam) show security utm anti-spam statistics

Firewall (IPS) show security idp status

Firewall (Sky-ATP) show services advanced-anti-malware statistics

Firewall (Security-Intelligence) show services security-intelligence statistics

Firewall (routing engine) show chassis routing engine

Networking Interfaces show interfaces interface name statistics detail 

Junos OS Upgrade
Upgrading the operational system of a critical device such as a firewall is an impor-
tant task and pre-planning is recommended. If possible, always validate the new 
version in a lab before applying the upgrade. Also, have a backup plan in place 
(maintenance window time, downgrade image, backup configuration, console ca-
ble available, etc.)

When all the preparation is done, select your preferred upgrade method (GUI or 
CLI) and proceed with your task. (This book covers the J-Web procedure.)

Navigate to the Administration/Devices/Software/Upload package. Select the new 
image you want to upload. Enable the Reboot if Required option shown in Figure 
13.13. If you want to save disk space, enable the Do not save backup option:
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Figure 13.13 Junos Upgrade Settings

You can monitor the upload status from J-Web. After the image is uploaded, J-
Web will display the upgrade status as shown in Figure 13.14:

Figure 13.14  Junos Upgrade Status

After the upgrade process is completed, the system will automatically reboot (de-
pending on the options enabled) or will require a manual reboot. After rebooting, 
you will be at log in again. 

If any errors occur when the file is loading or committing, they are displayed, and 
the previous configuration is restored.



Once in a while, security teams have to troubleshoot issues that appear in the net-
work. As discussed, the SRX Series offers administrators great graphical tools to 
search for security events and find why things are happening. But sometimes it is 
necessary to dig down on an issue, and for that Junos offers additional tools to 
help administrators to know what to do. 

Hence this chapter provides a few tips that serve as a starting point to detect and 
fix common network connectivity problems. 

Session Flow Troubleshooting
Session troubleshooting is one of the most critical skills an administrator needs to 
develop in the SRX. 

Use the ensuing workflow as a reference for you to build up your own.

Is the packet arriving on the SRX?

The first thing that should be checked is to make sure that the traffic is arriving on 
the SRX itself. 

The SRX should be able to show the traffic processed by just viewing the output of 
the debug itself. This may not be the case if stateless firewall filters are being used, 
which may drop the packets before they are processed by the flow engine. If state-
less packet filtering is used, ensure that the filters are not blocking the traffic by 
reviewing the configuration, or adding the log option to the then statement of the 
deny filter to log the packets on the SRX. 
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If you don’t see the traffic arriving on the SRX, you should check the routing table 
of the peer device, as well as checking to see if the peer device has an ARP entry for 
the IP address that is to be reached. This is particularly important if you are using 
static NAT, as Proxy ARP may be required.

Is the packet being blocked by a SCREENS? 

If a packet is an invalid packet, and screens are enabled on the source zone, they 
may be dropped. An example would be a packet that has a SYN, ACK, and FIN 
bits set.  Check the output of SCREENS statistic for counters by using the show se-
curity screen statistics zone (insert zone name here) command. You can also check 
the messages log file for additional information.

Is the session asymmetric?

The SRX is a stateful device, which means that if the SRX does not see the SYN 
packet from a given session, the flow will never go through packet/flow processing 
and the flow will never be inserted in the session table. 

So, if the SRX doesn’t see the SYN packet but it sees the following packets, it will 
drop the subsequent packets and the session will not be established.

Also, if the SRX cannot see both directions of the flow then some features such 
features as AppSecure, UTM, IPS, and Sky ATP may not be able to work. There-
fore, it is recommended you design your network so that asymmetric flow does not 
occur in the location where the firewall is deployed.

Is the packet arriving on the correct interface/zone? 

When looking at command outputs, you should be able to tell what interface the 
packet has arrived on, and subsequently, what the source zone is. This is important 
for policy lookup, and if it is not matched properly, then most likely a problem 
will occur.

Is the appropriate route / L2 forwarding path being selected?

Depending on if you are using Layer 3 mode or Transparent mode, the SRX will 
need to ensure that the appropriate forwarding decision is chosen. With Layer 3 
mode, the firewall will do a route lookup based on the destination of the route, 
which will determine what the egress interface will be (which also determines the 
to-zone). If the device is in Transparent mode, the device will either do an ARP, or 
will broadcast the packet out all interfaces (except that from which it came) in the 
same bridging domain. If the wrong route is set (in transparent mode, the forward-
ing decision should happen without intervention, unless other mechanisms such as 
Dynamic ARP inspection or L2 Broadcast filtering are in place to block this), then 
the SRX may chose the wrong outbound interface to send the traffic out, as well as 
the wrong NAT decision. 
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You need to check your routing and Ethernet switching configuration, to make 
sure that traffic is arriving and leaving as expected.  

Is the correct policy being selected by the firewall? 

Once all the routing/zone lookups were done, the SRX will look for the proper 
policy to match the traffic. As discussed earlier, the SRX uses an order selection 
process, so the first policy that matches the traffic will be selected. 

If you have an out of order or generic rule configured, your traffic may not match 
desired policy. 

Is the correct NAT being applied by the policy?

Check if the NAT processing is correct, and if the desired output is what you ex-
pect. (Is the source translated or not translated as expected?)

Is the destination translated or not translated as expected? Remember that static 
and destination address translations happen before policy lookup, while source 
address translations occur after policy lookup, so you need to make sure that you 
have factored this in when configuring your policy.

Does the debug show that the packet is being processed by Application Services or 
is destined to a VPN tunnel?

If the packet is being processed by application services, then further debugging 
may be necessary, for instance, if you have IPS enabled on a policy, and the IPS de-
tects that packet as malicious, okay, it could still be dropped based upon policy.  

The same is true for other UTM features, so you need to keep this in mind and 
check the security events for information. 

IPsec VPN Troubleshooting
Let’s take a look at how to troubleshoot VPN problems.

First, identify what phase (1 or 2) is not working and why. The show security ike 
security-associations and show security IPsec security-associations command can 
help with that.

If Phase 1 is UP, the output should be: 
Index State Initiator cookie Responder cookie Mode Remote Address   
6585   UP  49861d7a78a7b17a  1e0915fc41684516 Main   1.1.1.2     

If the State is Down, this means that IKE Phase 1 is not working. Check the logs. 
Configure the SRX to record VPN events on a file, by issuing the following:

set system syslog file kmd-logs daemon info and set system syslog file kmd-logs match KMD

Commit the new configuration.
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Use the show log kmd command on operational mode to visualize the log file. You 
can narrow down the results by issuing a filter. Per example you can use show log 
kmd | match 1.1.1.1. Typical error messages are:

Jun 24 21:54:06 210-2 kmd [46022]: IKE negotiation failed with error: No proposal chosen. IKE Version: 
1, VPN: ike-vpn-srx1 Gateway: gw-srx1, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500, Local IKE-ID: Not-
Available, Remote IKE-ID: Not-Available, VR-ID:

In this case, two possible reasons are possible:

 � IKE Phase 1 proposal does not match 

 � GW (initiator or responder) cannot be contacted 

Another possible error message:
Jun 24 22:18:29 210-2 kmd[45843]: IKE negotiation failed with error: Invalid syntax. IKE Version: 1, 
VPN: ike-vpn-srx1 Gateway: gw-srx1, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500,   
Jun 24 22:45:50 210-2 kmd[42034]: IKE negotiation failed with error: Invalid payload type. IKE Version: 
1, VPN: ike-vpn-srx1 Gateway: gw-srx1, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500, 

If the messages here are present in your log, look for the pre-shared key or certifi-
cate being exchanged. There’s a mismatch among the involved peers.

Another possible error:

Jun 24 23:02:08 210-2 kmd [46386]: IKE negotiation failed with error: Timeout. IKE Version: 1, VPN: 
ike-vpn-srx1 Gateway: gw-srx1, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500, 

A common error for this message is not having the IKE service enabled in the 
proper interface or zone. If the Phase 1 is UP, the next logical step is to look after 
Phase 2.

Check the Phase 2 status, using the show security IPsec security-associations com-
mand. If the output is ok, then the output should be similar to the one here:

Total active tunnels: 1
  ID    Algorithm       SPI      Life:sec/kb  Mon lsys Port  Gateway   
  <131073 ESP:3des/sha1 53627df8 3598/ unlim   -   root 500 1.1.1.2     
  >131073 ESP:3des/sha1 c4ec1314 3598/ unlim   -   root 500 1.1.1.2    

You should be seeing the total number of active tunnels, if no tunnel is returned, 
then you have a problem on Phase 2. You can also use a search filter to look for a 
specific tunnel, as the example below:

show security IPsec security-associations | match 1.1.1.2:
ID   Algorithm   SPI Life:sec/kb   Mon lsys Port Gateway   
131073 ESP:3des/sha1 53627df8 3598/ unlim   -   root 500 1.1.1.2     
131073 ESP:3des/sha1 c4ec1314 3598/ unlim   -   root 500 1.1.1.2    

If nothing is returned, check the logs using show log kmd.  Some common errors are:
Jul 5 15:38:57 kmd[1393]: IKE negotiation failed with error: No proposal chosen. IKE Version: 1, VPN: 
vpn1 Gateway: ike-gw, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500, Local IKE-ID: 1.1.1.1, Remote IKE-
ID:1.1.1.2, VR-ID: 0 
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If you see this error message, look for the IPsec configuration mismatch between 
peers:

 � Authentication algorithm

 � Encryption algorithm

 � Lifetime kilobytes

 � Lifetime seconds

 � Protocol

 � Perfect Forward Secrecy

Another common error message:
Jul 5 15:55:08 kmd[1393]: KMD_VPN_TS_MISMATCH: Traffic-selector mismatch, vpn name: vpn1, Peer Proposed 
traffic-selector local-ip: ipv4(192.168.5.0-192.168.5.255), Peer Proposed traffic-selector remote-ip: 
ipv4(192.168.50.0-192.168.50.255)
 
Jul 5 15:55:08 kmd[1393]: IKE negotiation failed with error: TS unacceptable. IKE Version: 1, VPN: 
test_vpn Gateway: ike-gw, Local: 1.1.1.1/500, Remote: 1.1.1.2/500, Local IKE-ID: 1.1.1.1, Remote 
IKE-ID: 1.1.1.2, VR-ID: 0

If the above message is displayed, then check the Traffic Selector configuration on 
both gateways.

Lastly, if everything is correct, check the firewall policies. You need to have fire-
wall policies allowing the communication between the networks.

Another important step is to check the routing table using show route <IP address>:
show route 192.168.50.100 

inet.0: 12 destinations, 12 routes (12 active, 0 holddown, 0 hidden) 
+ = Active Route, - = Last Active, * = Both 
192.168.50.0/24    *[Static/5] 17:18:18 
                           > via st0.2  <----------

If there isn’t a route, or if the routing points to an incorrect interface, correct it. 
You can also look at more specific information about this tunnel. 

Let’s see how this can be done.  Start with the show security IPsec security-associa-
tions command:

Total active tunnels: 1
 ID    Algorithm       SPI      Life:sec/kb  Mon lsys Port  Gateway   
 <131073 ESP:3des/sha1 a692efdd 3584/ unlim   -   root 500   1.1.1.2     
 >131073 ESP:3des/sha1 dd055f4f 3584/ unlim   -   root 500   1.1.1.2

You now have an index (marked in bold). With this number, let’s look at the spe-
cific tunnel show security IPsec security-associations index value, where 131073 is 
the specific tunnel you want to inspect. The output can be seen next:
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root@vSRX-Lab> show security IPsec security-associations index 131073
  ID: 131073 Virtual-system: root, VPN Name: VPNR-Node2_VPN_Lab
  Local Gateway: 1.1.1.1, Remote Gateway: 1.1.1.2
  Local Identity: ipv4_subnet(any:0,[0..7]=0.0.0.0/0)
  Remote Identity: ipv4_subnet(any:0,[0..7]=0.0.0.0/0)
  Version: IKEv1
    DF-bit: clear
    Bind-interface: st0.2
  Port: 500, Nego#: 54, Fail#: 0, Def-Del#: 0 Flag: 0x600a21 
  Last Tunnel Down Reason: Delete payload received
    Direction: inbound, SPI: d5c85ae4, AUX-SPI: 0
                              , VPN Monitoring: -
    Hard lifetime: Expires in 3578 seconds
    Lifesize Remaining:  Unlimited
    Soft lifetime: Expires in 2959 seconds
    Mode: Tunnel(0 0), Type: dynamic, State: installed
    Protocol: ESP, Authentication: hmac-sha1-96, Encryption: 3des-cbc
    Anti-replay service: disabled
    Direction: outbound, SPI: 82f1d936, AUX-SPI: 0
                              , VPN Monitoring: -
    Hard lifetime: Expires in 3578 seconds
    Lifesize Remaining:  Unlimited
    Soft lifetime: Expires in 2959 seconds
    Mode: Tunnel(0 0), Type: dynamic, State: installed
    Protocol: ESP, Authentication: hmac-sha1-96, Encryption: 3des-cbc
    Anti-replay service: enabled

Compare this information against your VPN configuration and check for 
discrepancies.

Traceoptions
Traceoptions is the Junos equivalent of debugging tools from other vendors. It is a 
very powerful tool and it can be used to debug nearly every function the SRX has. 
Let’s look into how to use traceoptions to analyze packets as they traverse the 
SRX. This will trace packets as they enter the SRX until they exit, giving you de-
tails of the different actions the SRX is taking along the way. 

In this example, you are looking for a flow going from a computer in the Trust net-
work with an IP address of (192.168.100.12) towards our server 
(192.168.150.10).

First, let’s enable traceoptions with the flag basic-datapath. On the CLI, enter the 
following command in configuration mode:

set security flow traceoptions flag basic-datapath

Now, let’s define the file output:
set security flow traceoptions file flow-troubleshooting
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Configure a packet-filter to match traffic going one way (outbound in this case):
set security flow traceoptions packet-filter match-ip source-prefix 192.168.100.12/24and set security flow 
traceoptions packet-filter match-ip destination-prefix 192.168.150.10/24

Configure a packet-filter to match the reverse or response traffic:
set security flow traceoptions packet filter match-ip-reverse source-prefix 192.168.150.10/24and set 
security flow traceoptions packet filter match-ip-reverse destination-prefix 192.168.100.12/24

Now, let’s look in the interesting parts of the traceoptions log file.

The packet from source address 192.168.100.12 (source port 52806) captured by 
the filter, destined to 192.168.150.10 port 80, with the protocol # 6 for TCP:

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT:<192.168.100.12/52806->192.168.150.10/80;6,0x0> matched 
filter match-ip:

The IP ID of the packet shows its 6614, which is very useful for comparing packets 
across multiple capture points (for example, viewing packets on the originating 
machine, on the firewall, and on the destination to make sure the packet arrives):

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT:packet [64] ipid = 6614, @0x43e1d09c

Packet arrived at interface ge-0/0/0.0:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT: flow process pak fast ifl 67 in_ifp ge-0/0/0.0
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT:  ge-0/0/0.0:192.168.100.12/52806->192.168.150.10/80, tcp, 
flag 2 syn

SRX performs a flow lookup:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT: find flow: table 0x5e71ea28, hash 13809(0xffff), sa 
192.168.100.12, da 192.168.150.10, sp 52806, dp 80, proto 6, tok 9, conn-tag 0x00000000

As there is not a session in the session table, the first-path is selected:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747590:CID-0:RT:  no session found, start first path. in_tunnel - 0x0, from_cp_
flag - 0

The SRX will perform a NAT lookup to find if a static or destination NAT is need-
ed (in this case, it’s not):

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:  flow_first_in_dst_nat: in <ge-0/0/0.0>, out <N/A> dst_adr 
192.168.150.10, sp 52806, dp 80

 

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:  chose interface ge-0/0/0.0 as incoming nat if.
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:flow_first_rule_dst_xlate: DST no-xlate: 0.0.0.0(0) to 
192.168.150.10(80)

Next, the SRX will perform a route lookup to define the egress interface and zone:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:flow_first_routing: vr_id 0, call flow_route_lookup(): src_ip 
192.168.100.12, x_dst_ip 192.168.150.10, in ifp ge-0/0/0.0, out ifp N/A sp 52806, dp 80, ip_proto 6, 
tos 0
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Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:Doing DESTINATION addr route-lookup
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:flow_ipv4_rt_lkup success 192.168.150.10, iifl 0x43, oifl 0x5c 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:  routed (x_dst_ip 192.168.150.10) from Trust (ge-0/0/0.0 in 
0) to ge-0/0/1.0, Next-hop: 192.168.150.10
 

Now a policy lookup is performed that determines that the destination zone is 
Server, and the policy must be from zone Trust to Zone Server:

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:flow_first_policy_search: policy search from zone Trust-> zone 
Server (0x0,0xce460050,0x50)
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:Policy lkup: vsys 0 zone(9:Trust) -> zone(10:Server) scope:0
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747706:CID-0:RT:192.168.100.12/52806 -> 192.168.150.10/80 proto 6

Then, the SRX evaluates what is the matching policy and rule action:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:  permitted by policy All_Trust_Server(11)
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:  packet passed, Permitted by policy.

The session timeout is set to 1800 seconds, which is based on the standard TCP 
application timeout of 30 minutes. Also, it sets a current ageout of 20 seconds, 
which is the initial TCP timeout. This means that if the session isn’t established 
within 20 seconds, then the session will be dropped:

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:  app 6, timeout 1800s, curr ageout 20s

A source NAT lookup is performed and you can verify that a no source NAT is 
found for this flow:

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:flow_first_src_xlate:  nat_src_xlated: False, nat_src_xlate_
failed: False

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:flow_first_src_xlate: src nat returns status: 0, rule/pool id: 
0/0, pst_nat: False.
 

The SRX selects the interface ge-0/0/1.0 as outgoing interface:
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:  choose interface ge-0/0/1.0(P2P) as outgoing phy if
 
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:is_loop_pak: No loop: on ifp: ge-0/0/1.0, addr: 
192.168.150.10, rtt_idx:0

The flow is installed in the respective session tables (client-to-server and 
server-to-client):

Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:first pak processing successful
                                        
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:  flow_first_install_session======> 0x69d6ea10
                                        
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT: nsp 0x69d6ea10, nsp2 0x69d6eaa0
                                        
                                        
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:Installing c2s NP session wing
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Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:Installing s2c NP session wing
                                        
Jan 11 14:44:43 14:44:43.747823:CID-0:RT:first path session installation succeeded
 

This example explains how the SRX performs a first path processing, and creates 
an entry in the session table if all goes well. By using traceoptions in the security 
flow stanza, administrators can identify routing errors and other network/configu-
ration problems by looking into the flow itself. It’s a powerful feature, indeed.

NOTE  When you’re done, remember to delete or deactivate your traceptions 
as leaving it enabled can consume system resources.

You can deactivate traceoptions by issuing the deactivate security flow traceoptions 
command in configuration mode. Remember to commit the change.

Returning the SRX to the Factory Default Configuration
You can use the Reset Config button on the front panel of the SRX to reset the de-
vice to its factory default configuration. 

The Reset Config button is recessed to prevent it from being pressed accidentally; 
so you need to insert a small probe (for example, a straightened paper clip) to press 
the button. Keep the button pressed for 15 seconds to reset the SRX to its default 
configuration.

WARNING If you use the Reset Config button to reset the device to its factory 
default configuration, all the configuration files, including the rescue configuration 
and backup configurations, will be deleted. Please check your specific device 
configuration for details.

NOTE  The Reset Config button is not available in all SRX models.

Another alternative is to use the load factory-default command. To do this:

 � Issue the load factory-default command in configuration mode 

 � Use the set system root-authentication plain-text-password command to set a 
new root password for the device

 � Commit the configuration
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IMPORTANT Prior to committing the changes, if an IP address is not assigned 
for your management interface, you can be locked out of the device and you will 
need to use the console or the fxp0 port. Make sure you add the proper interface, 
routing, and zone configuration before committing in your transit interface used 
for management.
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Day One: SRX Series Up and Running with 
 Advanced Security Services 

The SRX Series

Whatever this book has missed in your SRX deployment, you can find on the Juni-
per’s SRX Series landing page. The newest models and security features, links into 
the doc set, datasheets, specifications, and more: https://www.juniper.net/us/en/
products-services/security/srx-series/.

Juniper SRX TechLibrary

Use the in-depth Juniper TechLibrary documentation for configuration samples 
and instructions on all aspects of the SRX Series at: https://www.juniper.net/docu-
mentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pag-
es/srx-series/product/index.html.

Day One Library

There are other Day One books and posters on security, the SRX, Junos, and other 
Juniper technology: https://www.juniper.net/dayone. 

Junos Genius

Day One books are part of the broad coverage given to network technologies by 
Junos Genius. Get the app!  Get certified! https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/
junos-genius/.

Security

The landing page for all things Juniper Security:  https://www.juniper.net/us/en/
products-services/security/. 

https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/release-independent/junos/information-products/pathway-pages/srx-series/product/index.html
https://www.juniper.net/dayone
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/junos-genius/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/training/junos-genius/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
https://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/
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